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Irresponsibility 
with
 
alcohol
 continues to 
persist
 in 
society 
Drunk
 driving is 
still
 
rampant
 
Rs Yuki Wedemeyer
 
What
 
will it take to stop 
people from drinking 
and driving? 
We see the advertisements. We 
hear annual reports of traffic acci-
dents and deaths involving intoxi-
cated drivers. We learn the catchy 
phrases
 about drinking and dri-
ving. 
Yet, 
almost  everyone I 
know
 who 
drinks has 
driven when 
they
 
should 
not have. I suppose 
every-
one likes
 to believe they are always
 
in 
control.  
I know
 people who drink 
and 
drive. I have fun going
 out, but it 
always disgusts me to 
see intoxicat-
ed adults get 
into
 their cars and 
drive away. 
It is the age group I 
am
 in that 
gives me such a cynical
 view of the 
problem. I say to 
myself.
 But, the 
tnith is that 
people
 who drink and 
drive do 
not think seriously about 
what 
their irresponsibility 
could  do 
to others. 
I feel like this has 
all been said 
before, and 
yet the problem per-
sists. Sometimes I think the 
only  
ones who feel strongly
 about the 
evils  of drunk driving 
are 
thrive
 
who have had a loved 
one harmed 
Computers  can be 
addictive  
because of 
an
 intoxicated
 driver. 
I 
recently  
witnessed
 teenagers 
at
 
a drive-in
 theater 
drink  alcohol
 
right under
 the noses 
of security 
guards 
and  then be 
allowed  to 
drive away after 
the show. The 
guards just stood 
around without 
caring to notice the 
drinking, so 
why would the kids 
stop?  This lack 
of concern sets the 
example and 
starts the cycle of 
irresponsibility.  
Our problem could
 be due, in 
part, to the conflicting
 messages 
circulating in 
our society. 
The  
movie industry shows us 
characters  
gulping down 
gallons
 of alcohol 
every year and 
driving  without neg-
ative 
consequences  This could 
appear to teenagers as acceptable 
behavior. 
Also, many adults have a 
"do  as I 
say, not as I 
do" attitude that 
younger 
people learn from. Ice 
skating national 
champion  Rudy 
Galindo
 from San Jose was 
arrest-
ed recently for drunk driving. He 
was just one of many 
public  figures 
guilty of the same 
offense
 reported 
in the news this year.
 These all too 
often
 had examples send mixed 
messages to teenagers. Against a 
pattern of
 
had behavior, I just do 
riot think public service announce-
ments are effective. 
I worked
 at a 
restaurant
 and
 
bar 
for 
years,
 and 
I could 
count  
the 
times 
on
 one 
hand when I 
actually
 
saw intoxicated 
people  call a taxi. 
Maybe 
taking 
the car and 
driver
 
license
 away 
permanently would
 
help 
send  the 
message that
 it is 
very bad  to 
drink and drive. 
Would 
more people 
consider
 
the consequences before they 
drove 
if
 there were a death penalty 
for  killing someone for driving 
while 
intoxicated?  
This social problem needs to be 
talked about. 
We
 need to try some-
thing new. 
Drinking  and driving 
should be an 
even greater issue 
than 
it is now. It is inexcusable
 
behavior
 that goes mostly 
unpun-
ished.
 
To 
gain control of the
 situation, 
must we develop 
fiadgets that mea-
sure every driver
 s blood alcohol 
content before 
allowing  the auto-
mobile to 
start?
 
Common  sense tells most of us 
it is not safe to get behind the 
wheel after drinking, but what 
should we do about those who let 
themselves get out
 of control? 
Yuka 
Wedemeyer is a Spartan Daily 
Staff Writ" 
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deal
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emerging  
midi( ti llll 
that  is Milk ting 
unsuspecting  
people.
 
I eating dismders
 and drug abuse, this 
problem is little-known
 to the ( timentinie% 1 
he
 
synytoins may quietly
 creep up on you: forget-
hile iess and 
tieglec
 I of 
daily  ( 
holes  and reveal -
%Ratifies, sleep (him yation, it 
ritability  and 
moodiness.  It is mica hit lath; 
( idled 'well'« 
addle  non 
disorder.
 
I he midi(  Is.
 known in politic :diva
 tare( t 
trims .us 
iiiiiptilsit 
spend 
enormous 
amounts 
01 time (albeit% with 
little
 
regard tor 
anythilig  else. 
The problem is 
airmail  of 1 11111p11ICI lel 111101-
OgV. Old 
AS
 A I el 11%11111g 1111(11111 
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I tile. set 
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 and pre )(hie 
is should 
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ihu u 
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s labels warning
 users cul 
ex( 155151' use 
)1, at least %plead ay:melees%  
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this
 odd, yet miliealtlis behaviere 
I lust 
tiaillitnittal
 Inv Enable's]
 like. most 
;Milli Is: 
through denial. 
It started mil/ 
end%
 
einnigh  I bought 
ill%
 modem .m(1 ac 
mated  my 
('NIX
 a«   
A% 
par t
 
id 
an assignment lor a 
tototalloan
 hiss
 
Stnni.
 I was
 mil mil% sending t mail In 
former  
high .11 hoefl Ir111111S
 
1111  
alelsi
 ( .1 
1/111 I 
INAS  
spending 
endless bolus< halting
 to strange! s iti 
c 
hat  mums and playing 
online games as a 
member ot .1 len 
al
 Bulletin Board System 
I would log 
online 1   10 p.M.
 1111111 .1 a.m., 
c ate
 
Ii a few 
hours  sleep, and he 
readv to
 
1 atch 
even 
more sleep 
it env 8:30
 
am, thLS.S. 
Mt' oil
-line midi( lion 
WM
 at its peak 
when
 I 
moved
 out of the 
residence
 halls and lost
 most 
of my social 
interaction with 
people my age. 
My
 
girlfriends 
joined  sororities,
 leaving me 
little
 
lime to see
 them, if at all,
 and in% shyness
 of 
meeting  new people 
plunged  me deeper 
into
 
lull 
utiler 
wen Id where 
peoples  judgment
 °loth-
«,
 
were
 
fused  
solely
 on the WI/I (IS Ihrt Wirt fie. 
Introter led 
and  shy people Ale 
!Ile  11110SI vtil-
liciable to 
Internet addiction. 
I've
 never been 
a (minden!
 speaker, butt 
online I was 
able  to 
"I 11115el " 
intelligently and 
eloquently. I 
mm us
no 
long«
 the nee
 
%ems,
 tin( 
emit
 
oriable  person 
fumbling with ill ii words.
 
But, in the long 
run,
 efue-litie dependent y ( re
-
ales 
and  sumohut,', S1111.11 
111111inr%S.  Alter Weeks 
as
 it
 Vheittinkie, 
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en writhet
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1,I1
 e the 
anxiet% 
having  
lull onver
 se with 
real
 people - 
Uslitg my mouth
 instead of 
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which always
 tapped c 
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the 
his
 board. 
I 
finally
 beat 
my
 addit non 
with the 
help  tit a 
Ille
 
'lessor.  
,u 
kind  
man nlici in no 
tine 
retain
 
College  
education
 
requires
 
organization
 
terms told me I 
would fail his class
 ill missed 
initialer lecture.
 He did not 
know  I consistently
 
missed all 
my classes 
because
 I was 
hanging
 out 
with 
my
 "friends" - 
on-line users 
named.  
Beetle. 
Adonis,  Big Girl,
 Sweetie - 
people  I'd 
never
 met in person 
and whose real 
names  I 
did not even know. 
Of
 course, when
 I finally met
 some of the 
people
 I had 
spent  months
 conversing
 with, 
many
 turned out 
to be nothing 
like  the way I 
expected.
 One 
person  who 
described 
himself  
as "a 
shorter  
version  of 
Brad  Pitt, 
with hazel
 
eyes" 
turned 
out  to look
 more 
like
 Danny 
DeVito 
on a good day.
 
Eventually
 I 
discovered  
that 
instead
 of 
hiding  
behind  
a 
monitor
 and
 
mouse,
 I attained 
greater 
satisfaction
 
lear
  
g to 
communicate
 
with 
people
 away 
from the 
computer  
and,  more 
importantly,  overcoming
 the 
fear 
of awkward 
SOCial
 'meta( non. 
The Internet 
is definitely a 
growing  source 
of
 
information, 
bin research 
what  you need 
and  
log tat Meeting
 people and 
doing things 
in 
the [cal 
world are much mu Ire
 fulfilling than 
spending  int essant 
hours drifting in 
c yher-
spa( 
Christine
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Spartan 
Daily  Staff Wnter  
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lllll 
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Panhellenic
 
Sorority
 
Recmitmelit
 
Sign-ups
 
8/26-9/5
 
Call  
9245950.
 
San 
Jose 
State  
Concert  
Choir  
and
 
thoraliers
 
Auditions
 8/26-9/6  
School
 of 
Music  
Choral  Office
 
Call Prof.
 Ford 
at
 924-4332.
 
THURSDAY
 
Campus
 Crusade 
for  Christ 
Nightlife  8p.m. 
Student
 Union, 
Costonoan 
Rm. 
Call Ruth Cinquini
 at 297-
2729. 
SJSU Mariachi Workshop 
Lean)
 to play and sing 
for one unit of credit 
Music Building 
Call 924-4675. 
Spartan Christian Fellowship 
Meeting 12noon 
Student Union, Pacheco Rm. 
Call Lindell Bennett 
at
 267-
57E17. 
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Prince 1 hum. I I I 
lit -I'll
 be %still 
1 
li.itlts fitness
 
tii lie king  and 
then 
lather 
tin  Wrilnescl.ii 
describe  
ismilemilied
 
e 
tint  
when the 
V.ileses
 wile 
tab, as "the victim " 
, 
[ham' loathed 
the ciiiai I 
fit  spokesiiiiitian
 
said  Inana 
ist.lationiii
 
'Rahn"' al 
and took 
has iti 
iliate filmes hi 
-licipping 
and 
hint hing 
lily, iti a ides,
 se. Ham% 
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it 
ilai 
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milt  
in to 
hreak
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Singer
 
gets 
air
 Winfrey's
 
repair
 
9 
Oasis  denies 
split-up 
1.()NDON 
- 
When
 
()am,  
lead singe' 
Liam C:allaglicf  din
 he'd
 
the
 band
 
nisi  as dies' 
welt
 about to hoard 
a plane
 
hit  Chicago, 
ti -p ii teis
 
had  can. qui:shun: 
\Vhat's
 the 
sic 
in'?  
"There's  
mi 
saul IlleSdaV 
ati he left
 the house he 
shares with his 
ljciic ceit ties+ Patsy 
Kensit.
 11c deined that 
the band is tin the verge of splitting tip. 
The 
23-icat-old
 
singer wanted to 
sort out a 
pet
 sonal matter and might
 tejoin the hand 
lw the end cif the 
week,  its
 
t'cccicrl (timpani.  
CI 
cation  Ret t11(1S, Said in a statement. 
The hand WaN ill the airtiort
 fittindai night, 
leitth 10 IN/MCI:1
 plane 1O1 is filler -week I '.S. 
tour,  when Lcallaglici split. 
Gallagher 's 
bi
 other, Noel, was 
such
 
siit 
ess when
 he I (Timed Liam :it a 
con(  eft 
Ft iclav
 that the band 
decided to continue
 
the 
tout,  the ierotd comp,un 
said,  
-Si this se,ct 's
 
Pu it 
AW:1111S,  0,1SiS W011
 
till ee 
IllaitII 
for best group, 
best album - 
"(What's 
the Slot.) Nit)! cuing 
GI,  s.?" - and 
best vide(,, 11'onclerw1ell."  
Stallone  gets a 
boy 
SC 
)1
 
lii 
MIAMI,  Fla. 
(AN - 
.Theie's  
nevi gill in 
Siliestei Stallone 's 
Stallone's limit re, 
model  Jimmie! Flaiiii. 
gale
 hit th I tiesdai
 to a 
7-1iound,
 .1-ounte 
(laughter the\ 
named  Sophia 
Rose.  
I lucl as though lie been
 i mote the opening 
of his nein flagship store in 
Stallone said in a statement. 
loivei Manhattan 
Stallone
 public ist Paul Bloc Ii said the
 at tot Sigifs weir to 
stall go iing up mound 
W.111i1111111g
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(mph
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III, 
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Ford's next 
movie  
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Fold's next at min [nosh. will begin filming in 
Oprah's road gets repave 
tussle s,,n,  
bill b.
 
,..k out ow auto-
giaph 
Ix 
11110 
1.1.  
1.APOK I I. 
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 st 
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cit lid!
 expec
 text 
to In Mg spoke 
and 
Larot
 le I., 
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dc 
Ohio 
be 
0101
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llc t.1111  
Niollti,IV
 
Alles 
%Veil  it k 
id 
the ( )hio 
Film Commission 
annoyed epan lea 
that int hides the i 
mai  
said inesdai,  
toad that 
leads  to the 
talk  
shuc 
is 
11 I s 
lbe "Indiana Ione,- 
slat will play cut Plaine 
.-Snienc.ut 
plesident
 
ssluii 
icccccs 
lou 
es
 with the County
 1 lighwai 
StipeutiteiHent
 Gene 
Ritsshui 
1cieslcieici uric
 
aptine  a
 
tc'liccidsi, 
Schulte said the
 n_cd I titild
 lie tepaied  next 
lice 
as -set -untitled
 
Pt 
lute-
 will include 
%ear ;Asked It 
tvItittc,', 
had Mes-
s( 
ciits  snot in C:leieland,
 Columbus and 
thing to do with Mc 
de(  'sum, Shur cc said. -I 
Nlansfield, 
can't say that. 
It's _u bad toad. -
Senator
 shoe sale 
\ I \ tkls - 
om, meet Mouth, 
Slu,e ilesignet
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 Cole has c hosen 
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k S \Utilise D'Aniato
 to help l
'Mission:
 
Impossible'
 
actor
 
Greg 
Morris
 dies 
at 61 
I 
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Ciii  
uric 
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I, 
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ilie 
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Impossible-
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set ie., 
\sac, 
itiiind  
dead
 
Inesdas.
 
lb 
\sa,
 til 
died at licinit, 
sift ikesivoinan 
lot the 
C ic 
k 
Cowin 
C amine' 's tillit 
atise 
of death was
 not  
iminedaateli
 
!it"i
 its liattled
 Ici 
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ISSUED ON
-THE -SPOT! 
Call
 
your  
parents
 
for
 FREE 
and 
tell
 
them
 
how 
you're 
spending
 
your
 
student
 
Loan.
 
Here's
 the
 
deaL  
Save 
up to $100
 on 
a bike. Get 
a 20 minute 
phone  card 
FREE. 
We've  
also
 
marked
 
down
 
specially  selacted 
accessories
 including 20% off our 
'96 Bell 
helmets  
and
 
Kryptonite
 
locks
 
How  
else  would 
you
 spend
 your student
 
loan?  
Campbell
 
1546  
S 
Has(  
om 
Ave. 608.559.0496
 
Sale  ends 
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 8 
Internet
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Life
 
without  
IBM
 
nPuters
 
-*:an
 
lead
 
0 
Disco
 
House
 
4:.,tleaning.
 
iClean-up  
with 
a 
tibACKAGE  
of the
 hottest 
S OF1WARE 
lines  
Call 
- 
1800,41Bm_LoAN
 
,Ior Special 
student,  faculty 
"MI 
staff  financing. 
See
 
campus
 
computer
 store 
for 
details
 
Buy 
an
 IBM PC 
340 or 
350 
desktop
 computer
 
and an 
IBM Multimedia
 
  Kit. And
 you'll get a 
CD
 
software package that 
includes  Windows 95. 
Lotus Smar1Suite,  
Netscape  Navigator,  
World  
Book Multimedia 
Encyclopedia  and the 
Infopedia 
collection of 
essential  reference 
software. 
Buy a ThinkPad 
and you'll get 
Windows
 95 and 
Lotus  SmartSuite 
You can also take
 advantage 
of special student, faculty and
 
staff  
financing.  
Just call 
1-800-4  IBM
-LOAN  for 
information.  
Hurry, visit 
your  
campus
 
computer  store today. 
After all
 
no
 one looks 
good in a 
checkered 
apron.
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University
 
Demo 
convention
 
seeking
 
balance
 
(.111(..A,()
 
(AI')  - Seeking 
Pi 
litic al balant e, I)erri... 
rats heard 
'I 
lest -lay fit no 
Hillars.  Rodharn 
Clinton  and Jesse Jai kson 
isthe  \ 
lean lied for the ( ('lite) with .1 
twirl tough on c 
ailing for a 
tel
 budget 
President 
Clinton  assailed those who
 
trs.lit
 
tlull hint into an ideological box 
"If 
von 
Spend
 Mole money 
Situ')' .1 Demo.
 rat," lie said 
in
 an 
11011 
Viet,  
broad(
 ast
 luesdits 
on 
.IS
 
"If 
stdt  
spend less 
N4,11.1e  
Republican  If sou're
 a 
Demot 
rot  
vsho spends 
less it
 must  Ina 
has,  
it
 oils( lent e 
I behese
 that 
pith
-
ins should 
be 
more
 about
 
what
 to 
do
 
than  
who  it, 
blame
 " 
Riding a tram toward the ctili 
ielition  that Will 'milli:late
 111111 fin 
a sec c din" lel 
in t 
tic 
I 
t01.IV, C111111/11 
visited .1 
Jeep plant in 
Toledo,  
Ohio, luesdas
 and wan lied the 
twit
 
trilllctticttt Chef okee 
till  
.111 asseiriblV 
"Vtdir pi ()veil ()lir 
inure  11111e that 
whenevet we're given a 
t 
hall( to 
milieu. 
we c
 
tic be the best in the 
sv. a Id," he 
ti till 
I 
herring  
wit) kits. 
fat 
kson
 and former 
New 
Nbrk  
Cos
 Mario (avant., son es loan
 a 
libel al Ilarlintni %pinned
 
its 
( gel 
then 
inn:nein  nil the 
V41111111  "Int...day But the prune
 
GRE 
GMAT
 
Mlle 
suits
 well) to GOV. EVall  
Rash 
of Indiana, the more moderate 
( (invention keynoter, and to first 
lady Ifillan Rodliam 
"I 
intend
 lit 
speak about tradi-
tional
 %Aires and what we call do 
to 
renew  them," Basil said. Fie 
will 
talk
 about
 the need "most 
impor-
iamb to
 i 
reate it better world for 
our
 
I 
hildi
 
i,"  he added. 
I 
lie' consention
 speeches and 
platl.,1  to 
define  (Annuli's 
Denim 
f 
alit Kilts 
and  try toen-upt 
polio(  
itl grtaind
 
held  by the 
Republu
 his 
ovei the past (lel alit  
,and a half 
-1 hat 
cci 
bunk is the goal," said 
Republican
 
( 
,os. 
John
 Engler 
of 
Mit 
higaii.  one of se%et al (.0 )1' 
(Mi-
. ials giving his patty's view of the 
convention.  Engler said the 
Dem...
 rats wine hoping Jac kson
 
would ( tun lie (button's de( ision 
to sign the welfare 
bill  so 
they  "c 
show how mae  
Inc
 and tough we are 
bet 
misc.  we signed this
 hill." 
Often 
identified with the libei al 
wing,
 Mrs. Clinton defended her 
husband's dec 
isit  
at
 to sign the wel-
fare
 ltd 
I 
opposed 
Its mau  s. c onyen-
tiial
 
delegates.  
-1 
his  
bill  (Ines .I
 
hit ti 
gnod  
things 111.1i 
!iced It, he ditlie. I 
don't 
think  it was that flawed," slit 
ESTING 
P
FOR THE 
rUBLIC 
Strategy 
Courses  begin 
soon...  
GRE:  Sept. 8  
Sept.
 29 
GMAT:  Sept 
18 -Oct. 6 
$325
 
$400
 
Space is limited. 
Call today 
to
 reserve your place 
K  
es1 hag I lie 
l'111)lic  (511)) 
52G:14445
 
'01,111  d/i I ii I 
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Fratrierrat
  1.4 is is 
liii 
Is
 
tlttittt tilt
 
VI, I
 tlett gui, 
ti
 
lit 
tifinudttitt
 tile 
html it -I 
I 
1 hill,
 
unix,
 51 
66
 
...we've also got to 
take care of our 
family - 
and not 
slash
 programs 
people  need.
 
Christopher  Reed 
actor 
9,
 
said.
 
Cuomo said lie 
would  make 
lear  his opposition to the welfare 
measure, whit It pills a five-year 
life-
time
 cap
 
tar  
Cash assistance to 
the 
poor and requires them to find 
Jobs within two years. Jackson 
called Clinton's decision to sign 
the hill "a very hurtful thing to 
do." 
Ito 'tided in the initiative is 
money for his AnteriCorps pw-
gt all) 
sit 
cc,ttiitci,il service Win kris 
t iui teat 11 more
 
i hildren tit read.
 
lie president will lot ris on the 
environment  lt th... 
in oposing 
ways
 to 
impose
 
toxic 
waste 
cleanups and develop so-called 
"brown now sites ill inner cities. 
His pal IN's 
plallnint,  scheduled 
for 
approval Tuesday, bar ks the 
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Sal  
SAN JOSE
 
STATE  
UNIVERSITY
 
 
death penalty for a range of crimes 
and calls for prosecuting
 young 
people as adults 
when  accused of 
serious crimes. The document 
decries a 
"failed
 welfare system." 
Republicans  called  it hypocriti-
cal.
 
"It 
says
 President 
Clinton and 
the 1)emocratic
 Party have 
waged  
an aggressive
 war on 
drugs,  when 
the 
facts  are the 
Democratic
 
Party's  run up 
the white flag 
on 
the war 
oil  drugs," said 
Republican 
National
 
Committee
 chairman
 
Haley  
Barbour,
 
House Speaker
 Newt Gingrich's
 
spokesmaii
 was asked
 to assess 
the  
1)emocrats' 
opening  night. 
"There
 
were a lot of very nice 
speeches last 
night, but I 
don't  think they will 
have 
any particular 
effect
 1111 the 
election," 
Tony Blanklev told "Fox 
Nita
-fling  News" 
'Tuesday. 
On the
 14eniticratic 
convention's  
opening night, 
the hall rocked 
with 
hants  of 
"Four  more 
year s" 
as 
delegates
 waved their 
red, white 
and 
blut  "Clintonl
 ir Ire" signs. 
When  N'it t 
Pi emdelit 
Al
 Core 
appeared
 
rthu  
the 
flOI,1
 
briefly in a 
surplus(' 
appeitiance. 
delegates 
ciowded in ound 
and 
yelled
 "Four 
mote 
and then 
( it e!" 
%S'ith polls
 Indic ,ihing 
the 
Democ  law tit kit !closer 
mg
 sunlit. 
,,r the
 ground lost 
dm
 tog the 
Republit
 an 
c 
onsention
 in San 
Diego, the
 Demo< rats
 wile' 
upbeat. 
"'I het(' Is 
a 
ha
 of spontaneity ill 
this 
t anipaigli. I 
think it's going
 to 
lie a lot of tun
 this fall," said Cindy
 
Domenico,
 a  delegate from 
lkouldet,
 ( 
Mrs. 
Clinton  
also
 showed up 
for 
the
 Monclas night 
sessit  at in little 
bir 
the appemaine
 tI 
lames 
mill 
Sarah  Itiadv, IA lit, that I ked 
the 
pestilent
 tor signing it gun 
control
 
bill. Walking
 slowly with the help 
t,f a 
I ho', the I{ driller press Sec [e-
lan ti, President
 Reagan Illade his 
\ I" thr lit
 
"Iiictii
 
''11111,
 "1. "1"s1 
liaNt. Made a WI (nig till IC dead-
panned Mrs. Ilrads. "This isn't Sail 
1)11cg.,il:.1. 
at
 int Chi 
Reevc,  
speaking 
haltingly  
ru cr11 
IIIS
 
I 
11.1111,  1.1141 
1111.  
1111011.11
 hall 
that
 as 
politicians  
rush 
to
 balance
 the 
"vse 
u 
alst,
 gni 
lie  lake
 e are 
t,1 
nun  1,111111 - 
and  
lid1t  slash 
prid-
gi
 anis pet 
Iple need."
 Speaking  
lita
 
in 
mictinit  
television  
audiciit
 e, 
Kee\
 i 
stnight
 inr
 
reased  
spending
 
nil min di, al 
it seal, it 
First
 
Lady
 
speaks
 for
 female 
vote:
 
children,family
 top 
issue 
CHICAGO
 (AP)
 - Expect
 to 
hear a 
lot  about 
kids, the 
power of 
the 
women's
 vote 
and,
 of 
course,
 
her 
husband  
when  first 
lady 
Hillars 
Rodham
 Clinton 
takes cen-
ter
 stage 
at the 
Democratic
 
National
 
Convention  
tonight. 
The 
central
 themes
 of making
 
America
 a 
better
 place 
for chil-
dren and 
boosting 
the clout 
of 
female
 voters 
on
 Election 
Day rang 
out
 in seven 
speeches 
Mrs.  Clinton
 
gave
 throughout
 
Chicago
 on 
Monday 
for gri tops 
ranging
 in size 
limn 
2011  to 
2,000.
 
"This
 election gives
 you a clear
 
( 
holt
 e," Mrs. 
Clinton 
told a 
Democratir
 14,111(11'1
 lucid -raising 
wool),
 
Women  Win 
'96.
 "For the 
next 
10 weeks, !eat h 
.cut to every 
woman and 
Mall. Please talk. 
Ask  
if 
they
 are registered
 to vote. 
And  
talk to them 
about  why you sup-
pat Bill Clinton." 
'Flitoughout  the day, 
Mrs. 
Clinton's staff
 referred to her con-
vention speech as "it
 ss.ork in 
pittgress"  
and  gac tilt less' details 
oil ss hat to .ypec t 
!tom tlw 15 
minute 
address
 
She 
likels wull try t cr'iti-
isrru  tilt 
her by Republican 
presidential
 lit Milne(' BOIT 
Dole, 
who attacked the 
premise
 of her 
book on 
rearing
 children, 
it
 
Takes a Village." 
Dole chided Mrs. 
Clinton
 at the 
Republican
 
National Convention 
10 days ago 
by saying y 
"it takes a family to raise 
a 
child,' 
At a visit Monday 
to a west side 
Chicago church, Mrs. Clinton 
praised a new 
program  at nearby 
Cristo Rey High 
School  that will 
give students practical 
work  experi-
ence at local
 businesses. 
"Children need our love and 
attention and 
support  and guid-
ance and discipline, and that's 
what this school 
represents," Mrs. 
Clinton said.
 
Throughout 
the day, whether 
the audience was a small
 group of 
Arkansas 
delegates  or a mass fund-
raising rally, Mrs. Clinton used
 her 
concern
 for children's issues to 
underpin  her message. 
The best 
way  to help children 
on 
Election Day would be to vote 
for her husband,
 Mrs. Clinton 
said, rattling
 off a list of his 
ac hievements, such as the mini-
mum wage increase
 and a new law 
providing greater
 access to health-
care benefits. 
Mrs. Clinton stayed clear of the 
Presidental
 gap 
narrows
 in state 
SAN LA BARBARA, 
Cal&
 
(AP)
 
- 
Bob  Dole 
defended
 his 
er o-
utwit(  plan 
against
 Demo( ratit
 
anal ks, 
saVing  kiesday 
II has 
hide' iii Piresideill 
Clintun's
 lead -
 It, ci 
the
 
nun to .ward 
ending  federal 
deli(
 its.
 
Shrugging
 ecff a new 
report 
shnwing
 a NIII
 
ge 
n c 
onstimer  con-
fident e, 
both Dole and
 I mining 
mate
 lac k 
Kemp  
tic ascii the
 
S. et 
orionis
 
is 
isalcss
 - and 
iheir 
$5.18 -billion 
taxa ui plan 
as 
Ili,
 
teeth,
 
H....tied
 to 
iciristgotalc  it. 
(.111t1"11
 it1111
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Li
sour," Dole told a 
group of local 
business owners
 in a carefully 
scripted 
event timed 
to coincide 
with the 
see nid day of the 
I /rim a 'NAM ((invention
 in 
( 
bit  ago. 
Surrounding  himself 
with
 his 
top et ()mimic.
 advisers, 1)ole pre-
dicted 
Clinton
 would soon 
mimic 
his call for tax CULti, 
either at the 
c (invention or Sisal 
after. 
"lie's going to 
pror ii is .. you tax 
relief.
 I don't know how many 
pl:11-
1/11 are going to 
believe that, based 
till Ilk 
past Tv( nrcl," 
Dole said. 
"There's
 onls .,tie
 tic ket 
talking
 
about 
economic  
growth....  
They
 
I I 
)enit
 
ne 
rats) have 
already
 
demon-
strated 
they don't 
Mean it." 
I /4)1e and 
KtIllp are 
taking 
work-
ing
 vat at 
ions
 in 
southern 
C.1111..1.11,,
 tills 
week.  'Flies' 
spent  
Tuesday  
pi.,m..ting
 their
 el 0111M1 -
It plan 
III a V1111 lo 
a IOC al Beer 
and 
soft drink
 distributing
 company, 
taking
 questions
 Irinn
 
a 
sympathet-
it anthem 
e (.1 about 
100  business 
and 
professional  
pet Iple. 
-1N'e need
 to unleash the 
power  
of American 
workers.  entrepre-
Ill'IlIs and sayet s," said 
Michael  
Re wskiiit
 Dcile adviset and former 
et minim( aide Inc
 President Rush. 
"Sen Dole and la( k KCIllp
 have a 
r "nip chemise Int drain designed 
to dr t pie( !MA%
 
t alls Ion a 15 percent 
ic 
oiss.che-board
 lull 
In in«ime tax 
rates,
 a VIM -pet -I 1111(1 lax ( redit 
(nil a Italy -mg 
ct 
tlit t apical gains 
tax late to 14 
pat  ent. 
Dein' in 
rats  has(' 
ridit tiled 
It as 
en 
"Minn(  ills 
unsound. 
saying 
De
 de has 
mit  
iirolmsc(1
 
adequate  
Na%.,  to 
titian(  c 
the  taX 
e litS And 
onlentling  
his plan
 wind(' 
either. 
send the
 deli( 
it
 soaring 
or 
require
 
deep
 
n 
tits
 
ire 
as nI 
ptirgr.mis  
Si 
iii 111'.11 
PIUSIdell  
C111111111
 ',IV 
WC
 I Ain 
uhuc 
it, 1111 
going ice 
liltiss a 
hole  In his 
deli( if, 
in 
his 
budget.
 it's
 ill 
nails
 
blown 
A 
111 olu III 
his  
had
 - 
I think 
that's his
 
problem,"
 Dole 
asserted  
I). 
uni.ised  
"bumps"
 in the 
irons after
 both the 
release  of the 
et 0111111111 
pat kage 
arid the 
Repuil.11( 
an
 
i 
(invent]. pi) 
Stanlord
 1'111%1.p:1B,
 prolessor 
.john
 laslor,  
a t hiel 
art  lute( I 
rill  
Dole's plan.
 said
 
ii cull run 
11MA 
reviewed hy 
the  group 
prole(
 led a 
growth
 tate next
 veal of just 
1.9 
pert
 
Sill
 - down
 I rum the 
( urrent 
Tilt' 
of 2 '1 pericitt. 
Rut a 
business  
group  that 
moni-
tors el miorni( 
trends  reported 
'hiesdav
 I bitt n 
IIISIIIIIen 
huh a III'W 515
-Veal high 
in August. 
The 
(:tinterent 
BItitrd'S 
C.Amstinwr 
e Index
 rose 
'2.4 
points
 
to 109.4 this 
month
 
after rising
 7 rims
 in lilly 
Most 
et 
timmusts had 
rape( led a 
ail line. 
"I'd has'e
 lid see what 
questions 
they
 asked 
!work,  but 
it's
 just not 
there,"  Dole 
said when 
asked for a 
real Olin. 
Added 
Kernp. 
"The  only 
t orb-
sumer 
( onfidem e 
index  that 
Mat-
ters is 
the  de( lion 
in 
Nlivember."
 
Dole  asserted 
that  Clinton 
"has
 
devastated
 the 
defense
 industry 
in 
(:aliforma"  arid
 pressed his 
call for 
a 
fieit'll%e 
system, 
saying
 the 
la( k 
uI It makes 
the West 
Coast vul-
nerable  
to a 
missile  at 
tat  k from 
(:hina. 
Spartan  
Daily 
sallies. 
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ALBUQUENUE,
 N.M.
 (AP)  
There's 
a question
 that 
has  puz-
zled 
backpackers  
and 
campers
 for 
a couple
 of 
decades  
now, and 
today 
we're 
going  to 
answer 
it, 
once 
and for
 all: 
Which  is 
the better
 filling 
for  a 
sleeping  bag
 
feathers  or 
fibers, 
down
 or 
synthetic  
insulation?  
Here 
are  the 
arguments.  
We'll start
 with down,
 since 
it's 
been around
 the 
longest.
 
Actually,
 down and
 feathers 
are 
two different
 things. 
Feathers 
have  
a central 
shaft  with 
barbules  radiat-
ing
 from it; 
down  plumules
 grow 
in 
soft,  little 
tufts  all over 
a bird's 
skin, underneath
 its feathers. 
A bird 
uses its 
feathers  for
 flying; 
its down  
keeps  it warm.
 It keeps 
people  warm,
 too. We 
have  been 
stuffing  our 
beds  and clothing
 with 
down
 and feathers
 for centuries. 
Down has
 to be kept 
clean and 
dry or it 
will lose its insulating 
abili-
ty, but if you 
are willing to 
take
 
care of it, a down
-filled sleeping 
bag will last virtually forever. 
Not 
all down
 and not all down bags 
are  
alike, however.
 
The down in 
most down -filled 
sleeping bags has 
a percentage of 
leathers  in it, simply 
because that's 
the way down comes 
from
 
suppli-
ers,
 who, 
by the way, are generally
 
in the meat and egg business and 
sell feathers on 
the side to help 
pad their 
profit margin. 
Dovm 
is down unless the do-not -
remove tag
 on your sleeping bag 
or pillow)
 says it contains water-
fowl down,
 or even more specifical-
ly', goose 
down.  Top-quality bags
 
are filled with white goose 
down.  
I he 
absolute  finest down comes
 
from  the
 eider
 duck.
 
All 
down 
is
 rated 
by the 
amount  
of 
volume  
an ounce
 of it 
will  fill  
that's
 called
 its 
fill 
power.
 The 
industry
 standard 
for sleeping
 bags 
is 
550  fill 
power 
down.
 
Regardless
 of 
what  kind 
of
 bird 
it's from,
 no 
matter  how
 many 
feathers  
are  in it, if 
an ounce
 of a 
sample 
of
 down 
will  fluff 
up to 
occupy  550
 cubic 
inches 
--
 it's 
measured 
in a tall 
Plexiglas 
tube 
about  two 
inches  in 
diameter   
of 
space,  then it 
earns  the 550 
rating. 
The highest
 quality down
 that's 
generally
 available 
today is 750 
fill 
power. It 
lofts, or 
puffs up, 
like  
nothing else 
this side of 
French 
pastry. 
Ounce
 for ounce, 550
 and bet-
ter down 
creates
 more 
dead
 air 
space  and 
therefore  more 
warmth
  around your 
body than 
any other material.
 Also, down 
drapes 
over you, eliminating 
cold,  
drafty areas, 
better than any syn-
thetic. 
And 
nothing  returns 
your 
warmth quite 
as
 quickly as down.
 
When you slide 
shivering  into a 
down 
bag, it's like 
snuggling  in 
your mother's
 arms. 
Synthetic -filled
 bags will 
treat  
you like you 
staggered  home at 
3 
a.m, and tripped over
 the cuff  ee 
table; they'll give you the
 cold 
shoulder.  
So, the bottom line is, if you buy 
a 
good -quality down sleeping 
bag 
and keep 
it
 clean and dry, it will 
provide the 
most  warmth for 
the 
least
 weight, with the highest com-
fort 
level  and at the lowest 
cost  per 
length
 of service of any hag, 
peri-
od. 
Here's the case 
for synthetics. 
There are several 
variations  on 
the 
polyester
 theme being used in 
sleeping 
bags. 
Polarguard is one of the origi-
nal, successful, synthetic materials 
used
 to fill sleeping bags. 
It has been refilled 
over the 
years, and a popular variation in 
use for 
several  years now is 
Polarguard
 HV, which stands for 
high void. Its fibers
 are hollowed 
out, which saves
 weight and 
increases thermal efficiency. 
Polarguard  3 D, a softer, loftier
 
version is the 
next generation. 
Bags filled with it 
should  be arriv-
ing in 
backpacking  stores 
this sum-
mer. 
Thinsulate
 I.ite Loft 
from
 3M is 
iirother popular
 synthetic fill right 
now. Its 
fibers are a blend 
of
 poly-
ester and 
olefin,
 and they 
are 
remarkably soft, warm 
and coin-
pressible. 
As with most 
synthetics,  however, 
Lite Loft is heat -sensitive. One 
trip 
through a hot 
dryer could turn at 
into lite lump. 
Hollofil 808 and Hollofil  II are 
two inexpensive fiberfills  often 
seen in entry-level 
backpacking  
bags and a good number of car 
camping bags. Quallofil was a big 
name in synthetics for a while, but 
its short fibers tend to lose their 
ability to loft sooner than other 
newer synthetics. It's not often 
used these days. 
Other synthetics 
you may run 
into are Primaloft
 and Microloft, 
made-  by DuPont, ,uid 
which is 
used exclusively 
by 
Wiggy's Bags of Grand junction, 
Colo.
 
By and large, though, 
all s-vnthet-
ics tel  to have
 the same disap-
pointing  vans. 
A 
down -filled bag that will pro-
tect  to 20 degrees Fahrenheit
 will 
weigh 
right 
around two 
pounds,
 
more or less, depending on the 
quality of 
the down. A synthetic 
bag 
of
 the same temperature rat-
ing will weigh at least 
three  pounds 
iind perhaps as much as 3 pounds, 
12 ounces. 
Besides being heavier, synthetic 
bags are bulkier 
than their down 
counterparts. If You 
carry  an inter-
nal frame pack, that means less 
room for 
everything  else. Also, 
where a well-i..ired-fOr 
down  bag 
will likely 
make  its owner's desire 
to backpack, sy etic 
bags lose a 
little  loft every VVAII, 110 matter how 
well you care Ica them. 
For 
example, I have a 
Polarguard bag I bought in 1980 
in 
my closet. It's well -made, and
 
when it was new
 it kept me warm at 
20 
degrees,  just ;vs the- manufactur-
er
 promised. 
It's still in 
good 
shape,
 just flat-
ter. I 
still  use 
it
 
occasionally,
 but 
now 
it's 
only good  
to about
 35 or 
40 
degrees.  
And, as mentioned 
earlier,  syn-
thetic fills don't drape as well as 
down,
 nor do they warm up as 
quickly. It's be -ginning to sound 
as 
if the( choice between down and 
synthetics is clear, isn't it? 
But then, 
Eve been leading you 
"down" the gar (len path. 
The  real 
truth 
abut
 down is that it will 
keep you WarIll /111Vif 5(11I  keep it 
clean and di y. Viouble is, down 
soaks up 
body Mk, and it 
ails
 like a 
magnet on grit and grime. In high 
Hopes  
for 
surgical  
remedy
 
for
 
'werewolf
 
syndrome'
 
girl
 
PIIIIAI)ELPHIA (Al')
 
-- A toddler 
with a rare 
c 
()minion  that 
makes  her 
la(  e hairy like 
a werewolf's 
began 
a
 
series of opera-
tions Tuesday,
 aimed at 
improving  her 
appear
-
,A11( 500 
percent and, 
more 
important, 
keeping
 
her safe 
from cancer. 
Children in her native 
Puerto Rue o would run 
away 
se
 reaming from 2
-
year -1/111 Airy. 
Delesus. 
Adults 
would  often stare 
and mutter about
 the 
mask of dense
 brown hair 
11SVI 
110SC  alld hall her 
tai 
Alrys  fae ed a 
lift- of isola-
tion, AN
 
will 
AS
 au' possibil-
ity of 
all Ally death 
from
 
bier t 
()minion, 
known  as 
eongeni-
tal hairy nevus. 
lila A 
Philadelphia  
pediatric  
says A 
three -r lllll ith 
proce-
dure- ( 
mild  leave the 
girl  nearly 
1111 St .11 red,
 Alld VirtlIally
 rVIT1OVV 
lie 
risk
 that
 the furred 
pate
 Ii may 
develop 
into
 a highly 
dangerous 
form
 
id
 
skin
 c 4111(1, 
Mother
 
Teresa
 
turns
 
86
 
(ALCI71-TA,
 India
 
(Al')  
%Indic,
 
leresa
 
began  
breathing
 
without
 A 
respirator
 again
 
Tuesday
 
- her 
Stith 
birthday
  
the 
nun 
slIOWed  
I 
leaf
 
Sit,(115  
cii 
III 
1/VVIV
 
Irom 
the 
lung
 
infee  Ill 
on and
 heart
 
problems
 illai 
11:4VC 
kept
 her 
hi s-
pitali/ed
 
for 
A 
week.  
"Mother
 
'Frfl'Sel
 IS 
signifie
 antly
 
better  
Ii   
the
 
i
 
1%1'.
 sb, 
lAf  ed 
alter
 she 
was 
hi...pit:Mier'
 
last  
.1ricialay,
 " 
said  I 
h S.K.
 
Seri,  
med-
ic al 
director
 
of 
the  
Wocidlands
 
Nursing
   
where  
she 
was 
being treated.
 
Seri
 ruled
 out
 the 
possibility
 of 
releasing
 her
 
within
 
the  
next  
few
 
days.  
ller  
heart
 
rhythm
 
was 
still 
irregular,
 he 
s:id,
 "but
 that
 is 
not  a 
cause  
of 
eon,
 
ern."
 
The 
Nobel  
Pearl-  
laureate
 
WAS  
hospitaliied
 Aug.
 
20
 
with A 
100
-
degree
 
fever  
brought
 on 
by 
malar-
ia 
Doi 
tors
 %AV 
the 
lever 
aggravat-
ed 
her 
heart
 
condition,
 
while  h 
raused  
her 
heart
 to 
fail
 
three  
links
 
snit
 
Ilmrsday.
 
fulliked  
her 
up to 
the 
respirator
 af icr 
her 
heart
 
stopped
 
heating
 for
 
nearly
 a 
minute,
 
and 
she 
(hive Ii
 gird
 A 
lung 
in
 
from
 its
 prc 
'longed
 
use,  A 
team 
of 
AIN 
IIrs 
supervised
 her
 
round
-the --
rho(
 k, 
elm(  
erned  
t he 
lung 
infec-
tion
 e mild
 
develop
 into
 
pneurno-
Ma.  
Prayers
 
have
 
been  
held 
across
 
India
 for
 the 
Roman
 
Catholic
 nun
 
Who has
 
inspired
 
millions
 with
 her 
mix  of 
piety,
 
frugality
 
and  
selfless  
service to 
the 
poor 
and  
the
 
sick. 
The 
operation 
should 
improve 
her 
appearance
 
500 percent 
Dr. 
Adrian  Loof 
St. 
Christopher
 
Hospital
 
 
99
 
"The 
operation 
should 
improve  her 
appearance
 500 per-
cent," said Dr. Adrian 
la) 
of 
St. 
Christopher's  
I lospital. 
The 
first  of a 
series of 
operations  
began 
this
 morning. 
Surgeon  plans 
to 
insert 
balloon -like 
implants
 into Abys' 
forehead, cheek,
 
nape, 
and  neck  
five in all  
and grad-
ually 
expand
 them 
with 
saline solution.
 
In has used 
the  tee h-
nique 
in other re
 ccii-
strun live 
surgeries,  
but 
nothing this 
The idea
 is to siren h 
the  skin 14 
the  girl's 
fact
 bit 
by bit. Al ter two 
months, 
the implants will he -
removed,
 the hair y 
portion  (r1 her 
skin 
will he 1 111 
away.  and the 
extended  flesh 
sot( lied over 
the 
large 
abs. 
ess. 
The  result is 
expected  to be 
11111l II more 
aurae  live- than 
a skin 
graft,
 which of ten 
leayes
 odd put k -
(TS and valleys
 bet allSe 111 
111V  thin-
ner skin employed. 
There will 
be some peripheral
 
Se arring 
Irom the mitt
 hes, I .1 / said,
 
hut few othei signs. 
"She's a 
darling  gill, 
and  this will 
give her 
a chance 
for .4 
happier
 
life," 
I ai said. 
The 
girl's mother, IS-year-old 
(lull 
liv DeJesils, and
 
hat 
bun tla 
Ille United States looking
 lor help 
when they heard 
afx nit 
1,11 fricici
 a 
friend 
who worked at 
Si. 
bristoplier 's. 
"Doe tors in 
Puer
 to Rim told 
us
 
she had e ant 
er
 and all they «nild 
do was
 measure- it," 
Dejesiis  said. 
"We Sperli All 
the 1111111CV 
11111 
friends and 
family could 
raise. Inn 
we-  had to do scrim
-thing for her."
 
The 
girl's  c ()minion is 
extremely
 
rare 
and reported
 
'nil'.
 .4 few times 
in inedie al 
journals,
 where it WAS 
11111 c &St ribed as "human were-
wolf syndrome," I .4) 
said.  
Neither 
her  II -month -old 
sister, 
Linsette, rue
 liii 11CW1/0111 
111'1011'1, 
I .111%, 
Silllilarly Ali( 
It'd,  11111 Is 
,liiVI lice 1ISC
 1111 ritlIVI Side
 01 
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1.111111N.  
The 1.111111V is 
staying  III A SpAISU-
ly 1111 
111S111.11
 
ill NUI ill 
MIN'S is 
1111WIIS'
 illS1111 Willi 111'1 11.11 I1VV 
111111, incIV 1.11111 
11111(111111S  111 lal 
her 
neighbors. 
humidity,
 down will absorb
 water 
right out of the air. 
Yes, there are 
waterproof  stuff 
sacks and Gore
-Tex  shells and 
other  ways to 
keep
 dovm from 
get-
ting wet  but
 not one of them 
is 
foolproof or 
catastrophe
-proof. 
On the other 
hand, if you 
don't  
like the way
 your 
synthetic
 bag 
smells, you c.ui take
 it down tel the 
river  and rinse it out
 just before 
bedtime, 
Give
 it a vigorous
 shake 
for a few 
minutes, and 
you're ready for
 bed. 
The bag will feel
 wet and clammy 
for 
a while, but eventually
 you'll 
warm
 it up and you'll stay warm in 
it all night. 
OK, that's a bit farfetched, but 
only bit. Thu 
should  never Watill 
anything in any river, stream or 
other wilderness water source. 
Everything else is true. 
That's why, if you can own just 
one sleeping bag, it 
ought  to be a 
good -quality synthetic -filled one. 
You can trust it to keep you warm, 
even if it gets 
wet. 
It may not have the life span of a 
down bag, but it will cost less, and 
you won t need  to be nearly as 
fussy about keeping it clean. The 
newest synthetics are only steps 
behind down in performance and 
weight, and the technology 
improves yearly. Besides, who 
wants to be stuck with the same 
sleeping hag for the rest of his or 
her 
life?  
StudentAni
 on_.___Inc.
 
Parking 
Permit 
Sweepstakes
 
Rules to Enter: 
 You must be 
a student this 
tall semester 
at San Jose 
State  University
 
 Fill out 
an entry form and
 submit it to 
Information 
Center  by 4 pm 
September 
4,1996, 
 Winners 
will  be 
announced
 at 5 pm 
September
 4, 
1996,  and 
will  be 
required
 
to show a 
valid  Student ID 
 Winners
 need not 
be
 present to 
win. 
The  Student 
Union,
 Inc. would like 
to welcome you 
to
 SJSU. Get 
to know our facilities - the Event
 
Center,  
the
 Aquatic 
Center,  and 
the Student 
Union are all here to serve
 you 
'If you win 
and 
have
 already purchased a 
Fall  '96 
permit  we
 
will  
Spring
 tor the next semester's (SP 
97).  
Welcome
 to San 
Jose 
State 
University!
 
StudEnt
 
Union_
 
Inc.  
Parking
 
Permit 
SteiPepctakes
 
Name 
Address
 
Telephone Number
 
SSN#
 
. 
Have
 you
 
Validated
 
your 
SJSU 
(pink)  
Enrollment
 
Transit
 Card??
 
1  
lailleal
 
SPISNOtiwev.-190!
 
' 
11#41.00110114:0 i dor,
 loi i 
40t
 
4-14. 
Every  
current  
and 
Enrollment
 
Transit  
access
 
to
 
programs
 
provided
 
by
 the 
Uni  
Your validating
 decal will only 
be accepted on 
your "pink card" 
do not nlace
 decal on other 
student LD  
new 
student
 must
 have a 
validated
 
Card to 
receive 
services,
 benefits
 and 
sponsored
 by 
Associated
 
Students,  
or
 
versity. 
Returning
 
Students:
 
New 
Students:
 
You 
must  
have
 paid 
your  
enroll-
ment
 fees to 
receive 
your 
validating
 
decal.
 
Your  
fees
 must 
be paid 
and 
your  
student
 I.D. 
photo 
taken 
at 
Admissions  
and 
Records  to 
receive 
your
 
Enrollment  
Transit 
Card and
 
the  
validating
 decal.
 
You  
will  
receive
 
your
 
decal  
by
 
mail
 
Please
 
make
 
sure  
Admissions
 and
 
Records
 
has 
your
 
current
 
address.
  
Your
 Validated
 
Enrollment
 
Transit  
Card
 Provides: 
The A.S. 
Transit  
Access
 Program* 
allows 
you to ride
 all busses
 and light
 rail in 
Santa  
Clara 
County  
365
 days a 
year by 
flashing  
your
 card 
to the
 driver 
The A.S.
 Business
 Office 
(in  the 
Student
 
Union)
 
gives
 you Legal
 
Counseling,
 
Check  
Cashing,
 
Campus  
Recreation  
sign-ups,
 as 
well
 as selling
 
Student
 Insurance,
 Money
 
Orders,
 Faxes
 and other
 
student
-oriented  
services.  
The A.S. Campus
 Recreation Program 
provides
 you free or low cost 
Intramural,  
SpartAerobics,
 Campus 
Recreation and 
Adventures. 
University Services 
access  to Student 
Union  Event Center, 
Library,  Admissions 
and Records, 
Computer labs and more. 
SMIN 
ti it 
it EN 
NM 
a 
t=l 
ems ist 
MM 
IMI 
For 
Information  on 
how to use 
the Transit 
Access 
Program
 and 
obtain  a 
Personalized
 
Trip
 
Plan 
Call  
ALTRANS
 at WA
-RIDE  or 
fill
 out this 
form
 and 
take
 it to the 
Business 
Office (in 
Student  
Union)  
Name
  
Address    
Home 
Number(  
)  
City  
Zip Code
  
Nearest
 Major
 Cross 
Streets   
Sponsored
 
by
 the 
Associated Students
 
Transit
 
Access
 
Program
 
A. 
Ire" -
6 Wednesday, 
August  28, 1996 
Spartan Daily 
san 
Jose State
 
University
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Cuts:
 
University
 seeks 
budget 
solutions  
44 
t.,,, intl 
yule open
 
lot tuns for lac -
tilt% and
 stu-
dents  to 
con-
tribute 
opinions.  I he 
steeling i.hinel 
will 
( orn hide 
Phase 
2 when it 
pesetas
 it.s own 
1(1.1/111111111(1.1-
111/11S 11/ 
1111. 
adenin 
Senate
 mound 
the 
end  of
 
the  
Sp'
 mg 
semester  
Mewls
-is 
of
 
the 
steeling  
committee 
%%vie nominated hy 
menthe!
 s if the dean's count il 
and 
(-vet  lune committee
 if the 
Au ademit Senate,
 
ook  
at what 
has  
happened 
on this 
campus 
over the last 
say five or six years; 
we have gone 
tIi rough a whole 
series  of budget cuts. 
Linda Bain 
Provost
 
99 
From
 page 1 
giants
 
11111111/  1/1' 
1111
 ii4tfiiiituf 
(Art
 Me nest 
Iii In c ars
 
lii cadet to do that vie to Intel mill% 
shift moues or ',alto. in Humes 
s%r- ,rte looking at 
whet
 e 
ssi 
ran 
take
 
111,111A  11,111 
RrF/1/1 
ts
 
horn  (.11
 hi cal( gc 
dean as ,ts heads
 if
 
1-.11  
ft (11.11.1111111.111 
is, 
u 11%11161-(1 1/N (..1111 .111(1 
li.1111 A minimal% la .(5 
1(1,1
-iii
 exec uti%c 
assistant
 
to
 the
 la caost,
 
.M111111,1,1  1111.111/1 
slightl%
 
less  
01,in 
million  
in
 
suggested
 wall,'
 
anon  of
 
fiiiicfiuig 
I he final 
walk(
 anon 
will
 he 
made  IA (..11 et 
and IS.1111 
1111`.I  eight 
college
 
',pais
 inc  hide rebuttals and
 
disagreements 
tutu
 %.11 ious lac
 
iults menitiels, and all 
"1"41-'"'' 
a""I"I'l'
 
lu"I"
 (1(11".
 
I 
')"." 
I 
lie  
«Alegi-,  
loser'
 thvir lit 
ciposed  lits on 
a c Hier) 
on 
guide %vim,
 
ii ru 
l'041  
11111 
11-1,, /11 
1111'111111,d 
1,111111101C  
1111, us qudents,11/ 
11411,41111
 
klliA,1111g111/
 IIS students along with tile nil 
c-sii.tt% 
skills 
lot
 
appli.ing  
it 
in the 
sl11.1111J1
 
/1111 Yr111'1.
 
411(1 11/ 11,.111(1
 if Las,' 
1/1 
kticii..lellge
 
through  
le..4,11111 .111(1 'V 111/1.11',IllIl 
III 1111.1S1
 
2 of the
 
it
 
ach
 ui, 11-s11,A 1/11.111.SS. the 
steeling
 c (annum,-  isill lui het stud% 
recommend.'  
I 
hese
 nominations 
vale pi 
("witted
 Ill /)11()V1A1
 1.11111.1 
Ii<1111,
 .U1(1 B.11111,1111111.1111% 
1111/1e  111(' members from 
among the 
nominations
 
lii Phase 3, ar adernik 
senatots review the infor-
mation  and  'mike 
then  
tecommendations. Caret and 
Bain will 
make  the final 
dec.  isnin. And 
itnplementa-
tion of those
 
det  
isions
 
will
 lie phased in 
"gradually,"  
liam said 
In arguing
 agamst 
elimination
 if
 his 
depin intent,
 
is 
iation Assistant
 
Picitessoi
 S l'atankin said 
Sill,
 on Valles
 's gicivth 
int teases
 the 1/11por-
1,11111.
 cif 
his prow
 
tin  
"It 
San 11/x1. 
Au pot t expands
 
its 
atgo 
:ma(
 
is, all these 
c hips that are being
 iniunifac - 
tined by 
Intel, Al111) 
an he n 
ansign  tett 
taste'
 to 
mote
 c omit" ies. 
Wc .iii  .1 
gall.W.11.  11/1111' 
rat  1111.." 
As the 
planning  pot 
ess continues,
 how can 
pH,-
ghtin 
best state 
their
 ase'r 
-1
 am 
in it 
gc ling to say 
what  
it 
takes..
 Lost ettet
 mune, and 
enrollment 
,u t. only 
lour 
pitt 
ot
 
it; the
 tuella 
btlk 
Ohti Hut  quality " 
Patankai 
said, "Yes 
our  
enrollment
 is going
 down I 
don't den% that it 
has  heen going 
down
 but a number 
cif 
year
 s. 
now
 
within the 
past  
11/111 1111/11I/IS 
ilit-
t'tiuuillutiu'uut
 is 
looking  at an 
upwaid  
11111(1: 
Bain 
assured  
administrators,
 
faculty
 and stall 
members
 and 
students that no 
decision have 
yet been made:
 
"We 
hope ... by 
having
 yen' 
slims 
and has-
 
Linda 
Bain  
ing 
people 
Provost
 
undelsbind
 the 
It  mai v 
of   
99 
wfi it is 
really  
happening 
... 
that
 these aren't 
(let 
vocals  that 
.0 v 
going to 
be
 
made in haste  
that people will 
have
 a sense of con-
fident
 e in the 
pro(  ess. 
Who's
 Who on the 
steering
 
committe  
INeri Shit
 I 
I14I8)Y2
 1 
-(i; 
I 
1.1x  
(108)92
 
I 
"i't(th
 
( ,hait cif die Redesign 
task
 
hall
 
(( 
.1/111111MM  
Mil  in 
111111WSI
 
1.tit 
I Masi 
titilasiUsraniti.
 I sty
 ec I 
(4081'42-I
 
1-1)
 
42 
lax 
(-I(444i't21
 
stall
 
cil 
Rumness)
 
Robeit  Rut ket 
Ito  kei(ftsistirm 
(.1(0.4)42.1--(1.17
 
fax 
(.108)(i2.1
 
Far Mt%
 
II 
Loge 
(lour
 tialsmi
 it. 
Mass(
 
aim)
 
rtIrl 
kpitriUi,spos  t.i 
NOS
 
fax 
1-1104
 042.1 
(.hair  
i 
if 
lii 1, 
acletnic
 Senate
 
(Politic
 al xic Lem
 ei 
(ieorge
 
(..tstio
 
s(',Iiutfii
 
IOSI'02-1--)217
 
ids ins 
,'r.!,1 2017 
l, 
)4411Kit
 k 
dkir kwasr 
slsiltilut 
(4064024-3600  
fax 
4-106,,4-2-1
 
3616  
Dr
-an 
It 
.4411ege 
of
 Engineer ing)
 
John
 (aaiie 
jc raneCsjsuvm I .sist Letitt 
(4(114)924-43(10
 
fax
 
(406)1424-4365
 
1)t
-an  
(/1nm:unties  
and the Arts) 
I
 
Iii- cil the siert
 
Hug 
c carimitice %%Ile nominated
 is
 membt-ts of the dean's 
(1/1111111.111(11.\1111
 RC'`.1 /1111,S) 
(111,1/11111,1141,J,11,1111
 ,1,111(111, (.103(024  
217),  tax 44044024-2410); Eloise 
Ilanianii,l)esignee  of 
inernimilliterrl the Al adenlic 
Aric littselittti 111 pi A./SI I nicht limn,
 and Bain the (
 thu 
1 
if I 
11,111, r I.1111&( 
.1,111i/111f-1  S1111111')  (11.1111.11111q4S1SIIV1111.11tillsedll,
 (408)924-510(),  
11111111.11ek ( 1111SC 
1111  1111111/W1 \ /111 among the 
nominations
 
la54-106102
 I "'Omni, lion Kt c se% ( Ilan of Catlin
 uuhuiiit 
and Researc
 hi 
Committee (English)
 (keesedtielsjsu-
( )l1141 inher s  oti Me 
committee 1111111(1C. l'.1111
 B11111/11, S1.111 '111111/1/11 
(1'11111  .01.11.0 I'laniurig 
and
 %nil sisit edit, 
las 
Killing the 
cougars
 
5,11  1 
1_,skl-
 t .111' 
(.-11') 
ialisvildli14 
hop,
 a 
lie% 
plan alb ,ssing Ilium 
is 
kill more
 than 
lin() 
ciugats  
moo.
 than .1 
(111.111(1  ,41111 
,1.111\  1 migar
 
iHip111.110.11
 1,111 111111'.1SI. 
111'1'111111k 
"Ve 
don't has( 
all 
abscilim clgc 
that 
%%ell lit ing 
bac  k the 
der'  
lients
 
his 
un 
lc asing Mc lion 
kill," said 
state  u taiga' Iii, Ii 
gra Pic i%cle
 
Rl.0 kviell -But 
,,tig,Hs
 
hnie «inipcinetit 
keeping  deer 
lir' ds tic 
twii.  
\VC 
%.1111
 Iti  111111/W 
1/111. 1/1 
111f. 
1)11111111... MI (1111
 
111111S
 
111e
 I 
1.111
 \V11111111 
,.1111
 
.1(11/1/1(11 .1 S1.111 1/1%11111
 ..1 
W11(11111  R1.11/1111(... 
./111 
111111(1.1111/11N11/1111.1%
 11/
 
11111 .1 
111.1, lyt
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«utigal 
hunt intended to kill more 
ougats 
I 
he
 clet 'shin 
i 
.1111( 
(1111  tng 
length% healing alit
-le 
lam
 heis and intim-Ts 
sided 
with thc 
stair and N11(11111.
 
,ill
-s1/11111111111/11'  1/1.111 
.1s11.1%St11.111(11X1111111
 
"Dec 'skins 
should he 
based on sr tent (., lather 
1/1.1111/1eVillIC111/1111111111els  
.111(11.111( 
111.1%  1/1  
Ole  111,11
 
es 
c it hicilogists iti meet the 
goals Id a deer herd." said 
Ciaig
 Ash
 ad il the I 
'tali 
( Jingo' Coalition  
The
 Board adopted a  divi-
sion recommendation
 that 
establishes  a "harvest
-objec-
tive permit" 
in 16 areas of 
Utah. 
Beginning Nov. 
14, 
hunters will be able 
to bin' 
harvest-urbjer rise permits 
I 
ver 
the 
r 
outlier
 
MATTRESS  
DISCOUNTERS®
 
WELcomEs
 STUDENTS
 
ISO
 
MINTER;  
Au it 
L 
THE 
NATION'S
 
LARGEST  
MATTRESS
 
RETAILER
 
WITH 
OVER160
 
LOCATIONS
 
AND  
GROWING!
 
44 
We
 
hope.. .that 
people
 will 
have  a 
sense
 of 
confidence
 
in the process.
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& 
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Woods
 
turns
 
pro, 
amid  quiet 
practice
 
MILWAUKEE
 
(AP)   
The  game
 Tiger 
Woods  has 
played 
his 
whole  
life
 finally
 
became his job. 
Woods, 
the 
most
 heralded
 player
 to 
come  out 
of the 
amateur  ranks
 since 
Jack 
Nicklaus  
35
 years 
ago,
 announced
 
Tuesday
 
he would 
be playing
 in this 
weekend's
 
Greater 
Milwaukee  
Open as a 
pro. 
"This is 
to
 confirm 
that, as 
of now, I 
am 
a professional
 golfer,"
 Woods
 said in a 
statement
 released 
through  the 
tourna-
ment. 
He declined
 further 
comment  
until  a 
press
 conference
 Wednesday,
 saying 
he 
wanted
 to practice 
without 
distraction.  
Just 20 
years old,
 Woods 
won an 
unprecedented
 third 
consecutive  
U.S.
 
Amateur title 
Sunday, leaving
 little else for 
him  to achieve as 
an
 amateur. 
Woods,  who was to 
have been a 
junior  at 
Stanford 
this fall, called 
his  university 
golf
 
coach, 
Wally  Goodwin, 
early  Tuesday 
morning  to tell him 
of
 his decision. 
"I 
jumped for joy," 
Goodwin
 said. "I 
said, 'Atta 
boy,  Tiger. 
"He's ready. He's a 
great kid. He's paid 
his dues. 
He's
 been a wonderful 
emissary 
for Stanford the 
last two years. I'm 
blessed  
to
 have had him, 
Stanford's  been blessed
 
to have had  him, 
and  now it's time to 
get  
on with 
it." 
The most 
noticeable
 difference initially
 
between
 Tiger Woods 
the amateur and
 
Tiger
 Woods the pro 
may  be the corporate 
logos he 
sports.
 
Agents
 and industry sources
 have esti-
mated that Woods
 will sign a series 
of 
endorsement deals
 that could bring 
him  
as 
much  as $7 million a 
year. Those deals 
will be 
with
 golf ball, club 
and  other equip-
ment makers 
and  will generate riches 
that
 
would 
be
 in addition to 
any money he 
makes on the 
pro  tour. 
Playing a 
practice  round with Dave 
Stockton Jr. 
and Billy Andrade at Brown
 
Deer Park Golf Course, 
Woods appeared 
happy  and relaxed Tuesday, constantly 
flashing the engaging
 smile that helps 
make 
him perhaps the most marketable 
golfer
 ever. 
Woods had 
planned  for some time to 
play in the Milwaukee 
tournament,  for 
Edberg's
 last stand 
in grand
 
slam
 
NEW 
YORK  (Al')
  
Stefan
 
Edberg's  diving return winner
 on the 
first point
 offered a clue 
that
 his last stand in 
a Grand Slam 
tourna-
ment
 would be 
something 
special.  
A 
classic
 
backhand
 volley 
that left
 Wimbledon 
champion
 Richard 
Krajicek 
looking
 helpless 
moments  later 
offered  more 
t.vident'e.
 
By the 
time Edberg 
finished his 
vintage vit
 tot 
V.
 6-3, 6-3, 
6-3, 
Tuesday
 in the first 
round  of the U.S. 
Open, he had 
convinced  every-
one
 by unleashing 
all the beautiful
 shots in his 
repertoire,  from 
high -
kicking  serves 
to
 the most 
elegant
 volleys in 
tennis. 
It was a in 
iignant per
 amid a 
paradt  of t 
hampit
 ins  
Pete  Sampras, 
Nit mica tides, 
Arantica  Sant he, 
Na  and the
 
ccnsu t 
not 
unhappy',  return 
ol
 Jennilei Cain 
iati.  
The 30 -year-old 
Edberg,  playing in a 
ret ord 54th straight 
and final 
Grand 
Slam
 event, covered 
the court as lightly 
and quit kly as he 
did  
when he 
won  his second 
straight
 C.S. Optn in 
1992. That war. 
Fdlxrg  was seeded 
No. 2 and had to t 
time bat k from a 
Sc Sit  
IiiCAL
 
down in the filth set in a lout 
di
-round Mail Ii against Ki apt tk 
that 
lasted
 neat
 
is  I I 2 Incurs. 
This Stint, 
fallwrg  t ame 
iii 
unseeded,
 
ranked
 No. 214, and Krajit 
ek 
was the
 No. 
5 
seed  af ter  g his first major
 title
 at Wimbledon. 
But 
from the
 first point. when Edberg's desperate
 Slab a good 
St'ne by Krajitek flew past the Dutt hman, the
 players and the crowd 
sensed that the quiet, highly regarded Swede,
 garbed unassumingly 
in all white, might
 be art lllll d a 
while  kinger 
Tht crowd
 gave Edberg a vvat in greeting
 and cheered him like a 
native a in 
throughtiut the matt
 It 
as
 he turned Krajii.ek's
 power to ,t1 
advantage with
 stinging 
returns
 and 
volleys
 
Edberg, 
never  
broken,
 
set ed oulv tine ai I. and 
that  
i 
amt.
 Ilettr 
die eild Whell
 t
 
load out Ins last sei 
site 
game against the already
 
demoraliied Krajit ek. 
But  Edberg didn't need to rat 
k up the ace 
total
 as long as. his kit 
king serve into 
Krajit  ek's body 
proved
 so eflec-
live.
 Kr:nit ek's 13 
At
 es didn't Meal) 
111111 h either, espet
 iills  sin( e he 
made
 only 53 pert ent t 
if
 Ins 
first  
sent,
 Edberg
 sileaktd
 tic 
tntingli  
surprising 
returns
 to break 
httmii twit t* in the first set,
 ont e in the sec-
ond, 
and  twit e in the thud 
WI. the last on a 
double  faith 
mcrt 
MAI( Ii 
"I 
rtally
 
got  till to 
S 
good 
%WI,- 
Edberg  said. "I felt very relaxed 
being out thet 
c.
 Thete's no quest it alniut it 
that kit hard was Vet% 
  It 
till 
his
 g.   it day. 
which he had a sponsors' exemption. The
 
question was whether it would be as an 
amateur or as a pro, and his record third 
straight U.S. Amateur title settled that. 
A source told The Associated Press that 
after the Milwaukee tournament, Woods 
will 
play the Quad City Classic, the B.C. 
Open, the Buick
 Challenge, the Las Vegas 
Invitational and 
the La Camera Texas 
Open. If he wins $80,000 
in those tourna-
ments, he'll be allowed to 
play in the Walt 
Disney World -Oldsmobile Classic, the 
source said. 
To earn his 1997 PGA 
Tour  card without 
having to make a trip to qualifying school, 
Woods must end 
up in the top 125 on the 
PGA's money list. He could also gain a two-
year Tour exemption by winning a tourna-
ment. 
It is also likely, the source said, that 
Woods will be asked to participate in the 
prestigious Skins Game, a non -tour event. 
Woods already enjoys immense popular-
ity, so 
much so that NBC's 
Sunday  broad-
cast of the U.S. Amateur pulled a higher 
rating 
than
 the competing telecast of the 
PGA's World Series 
of
 Golf. And ESPN has 
decided to add first-
 and second -round 
coverage  of the Greater Milwaukee 
Open  
in addition to ABC's weekend telecasts. 
Followed
 by a gallery of fewer than 50 
people Tuesday, including his mother, 
Woods was
 loose and often laughing
 when 
he wasn't
 getting tips from Stockton or 
Butch Harmon. his %sing instructor. 
Woods declined to 
imswer  any questions 
but took time to sign 
several
 autographs 
for kids. 
"We were jokinF around out there, and 
he's not 
nervous,
  
Stockton
 said. "Come 
Thursday on the first tee, who knows? 
But 
I'll tell you what, when you're two down 
with three to go in the 
U.S.  Amateur, try-
ing to win three in a row and you pull it 
out, that gives you a lot of confidence, as 
far as I'm concerned." 
Woods awed the gallery with some of his 
long and accurate tee 
shots. 
"He is in a different league," Stockton 
said. "He hit some shots 
today  that were ... 
Wow. I said, 'I'm going to hit first, because 
I don't want to have to watch 
that then 
Consultant
 
quits  
Raiders  
marketing
 
job,
 sites 
chaos  
OAKLAND,
 Calif. (AP)
  A 
highly
 paid 
consultant
 hired 
to 
help Sell
 Oakland 
Raiders  tickets 
and 
recoup  the 
cost
 (il renovating
 
the
 Oakland Coliseum
 has quit in 
Inisuation.
 
Don 
Prima said he
 
m 
rsigned last 
week
 bet awn
 
of 
the distil ganita-
non til 
the ( 
).ikland Football  
NIA!  keting 
nc.cttc cit 
Pei ma. a 
It n mei 
Alameda 
C
 
. tutu 
Supei visor 
.uid state Assembh
 ccii. 
dictate, was 
Ining  
paid $12.000
 
.1 
nit int h. 
In his 
kiwi hi 
I esignation,
 
Prima
 said 
mg:um/anon  
in the 
agein y 
that
 mat 
kits
 
Raiders  In 
kits
 
was a 
'public
 'elation!: 
disastet."  
Ile also 
blamed the decal
 las oil 
the resignat lllll 
last  month of En., 
Rapport,  
the agent v's mai keting
 
dire( 
tor.
 
"They alt. 
Illal
 kiting 
plan
 and 'without a 
mai keting 
director
 now," Pei ata told the 
Contra  Costa 
limes.
 
-There
 is Ito I 0111eX1 fill Willie 
10 go :nut fun.: to get thew - 
The agent v 
had  hoped 
it
 use 
mom.% horn 
[HIM  Mal Seal lit roses 
to 
pay  
hat  k 
Si
 
48
 1111111111
 IN nu 
owed
 
lin the 
nt the I 
Liklatiri
 
toitsettni
 
Mid  
tithei
 tints 
id
 
Ilint
 
ART(ARVED
 
/ 
Where:
 
Spartan  Bookstore  
When:
 
August  
26-30 
September
 
3-6  
Time:
 9am
 - 
3pm 
Also
 
5pm  
- 7pm Tue
 & Wed 
Niamis
 
ing the team back from Los 
Angeles. 
However,  apparently 
only 3,000 
49010 club seats have been sold. 
Hie mai keting agtin
 v has sold 
just 
3000
 
of 
about 
55,000  
prison -
al 
slit 
it, 
cum's.  
dtspite  
[neck(  ting 
,iii l'aSN
 stil, 
MI. File lit
 (I'M'S, Whit It 
,,st $2:-,0 
111 $4,000 a 
'a.m. entitle 
lans
 to 
bin season 
tickets
 fin
 
10 
"Pilau 
was the hopt
 to save the 
lob seats," said Gail 
Steele. pi esi-
'lent of the 
Alium.da Comity 
Board cif 
Supervisors.
 
"Ile was
 supposed to have 
busi-
ness  t I 
nine( 
thins. Iltit
 otildn't 
111.111age 
111411
 the WS! "I 
US. I lit' 
LI(  
t 
IS, We 11111can't 
scum
 
lo egi oup." 
have me 
hit.' The ball's 
going  100 miles 
for him." 
Stockton said 
he
 wasn't just 
impressed  
with 
Woods' play 
but 
with  his personality. 
"For being 20 years
 old, he's got a 
tremendous
 amount of 
poise,"  Stockton 
said. "And he's an 
extremely  nice kid. He's 
going to be one of 
the
 fan 
favorites
 out 
here because he's a 
real warm person. 
"And he smiles a lot. He 
shows some 
emotion 
on
 the golf course,
 which is some-
thing that's 
nice on Tour 
because
 a lot of 
guys 
don't  show a lot 
of
 emotion while 
they're
 playing, and  1 think
 Tiger does, 
through  good and bad."
 
Despite 
the lucrative 
endorsement  deals 
Woods  will snag before
 his first pro victory,
 
he should get 
along fine with
 his fellow 
pros. 
Stockton  said. 
"A 
lot of people 
might  argue, 'Oh,
 he 
doesn't even 
have his tour 
card and he's 
making millions of 
dollars,'  Stockton said. 
"But when 
vou  win six national
 titles 
straight and he's only 
20
 years old. if any-
one was ever worth
 it and has shown the
 
talent for it, he's it." 
it 
'""1"sic'cble
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The 
PEP
-Center  
Wishes 
you 
a 
Successful
 
Fall! 
Prevention Education Program Center
 
Admin. Bldg. 0222A 
(4013)924-5945 
The PEP -Center sena' as  resotsce carte; referral 
assistance center, 
and  otters educational outnrach on the 
issues 
of aicond and other dug abuse perfentiors 
and 
datericquaratance  raps/scale! assault prerendon. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WELCOME  TO 
THE FALL 
1996  TERM 
AT SJSU 
ADMISSIONS
 AND 
RECORDS 
OFFICE 
HOURS  
Monday,
 
Tuesday,
 
Thursday,  
Friday:  
8:00
 am - 
5:00 pm 
Wednesday:
 
8:00 am - 6:30 pm 
ENROLLMENT
 
TRANSIT
 CARDS HAVE A NEW
 LOOK! 
By now many
 of you have 
already 
received
 the sticker
 that updates
 your pink 
Enrollment/Transit
 Card
 for the new 
term. We will 
continue to 
update  the 
card
 this 
way each 
term,  so it is 
important  
that
 you hold on 
to the card 
from term 
to
 term. 
What 
if I don't
 have 
my
 
Enrollment/Transit
 Card 
any more?
 
We will replace 
your 
Enrollment/Transit
 Card 
for  free 
during
 the fall term only. Come 
to the 
Student 
ID 
Center  
in 
Admissions
 
and  Records. Be aware 
that there are long 
lines
 
during
 the
 first
 weeks of 
the  
term.  
What 
if I don't
 
receive
 my 
sticker?
 
If you 
did 
not get a 
sticker and 
you 
have  paid your 
fees
 or you have been awarded 
Financial 
Aid, you
 may get
 a 
sticker
 from the 
desk
 in the 
Assessment  
Center.  
Bring 
your 
Enrollment/Transit
 Card
 with 
you. Students who pay
 their fees at the Cashier's 
window and who 
have
 
their  
card with 
them will be given a sticker by 
Cashiering  
Services. 
LINES,
 LINES, LINES 
Lines are hard to 
avoid  
at the 
start 
of
 the term. The A & R lobby will be 
very busy 
this Fall 
with  the 
addition
 of the 
Admission Center to 
an 
already  busy area. Here are 
come 
suggestions
 on how
 to avoid
 lines: 
Come early 
or
 late:
 
Admissions  and 
Records  is least 
busy 
at
 the start and the end 
of the 
day.
 The hours
 between
 10 am 
and  2 pm 
are  
busiest.
 
Use the 
Admissions
 and 
Records  
drop
 box 
located
 to the
 right of 
the lobby 
doors. 
You 
can 
leave  any 
form
 that 
does  
not  need to be 
processed
 
immediately.  
Please
 do 
riot leave 
money  in this 
drop
 box. 
Use 
the 
Cashiering  
Services
 
drop  
box  for fees or 
payments
 
of
 any 
kind. Make 
sure
 
your 
SSN 
is on 
your
 check
 
Pick
 up forms
 at other
 places: 
Check  the 
information
 tables 
around  
campus  on 
the  
first two 
days they 
will have a 
lot of forms. Also, 
some
 forms
 are 
available  at 
department
 offices and
 
in the Student
 Union 
Information
 
Center.
 
Consider  
waiting
 to 
transact  
business  
that  does 
not need 
to be 
handled  in 
the first 
two 
weeks.  
Major  
changes,  
graduation
 applications,
 some 
petitions  and some 
enrollment  
verifications
 can 
wait until
 after 
September
 6! BE 
CAREFUL  
to transact
 
registration
 
business  by 
the 
deadlines.  
CHECK  
THE
 SCHEDULE
 OF 
CLASSES  
FOR 
AU. 
DEADLINE
 
DATES.  
rim". 
...kwarsrpowww----
8 
Wednesday,August
 28, 
1996  
Sports
 
at
 a 
glance 
Schedule
 
Football
 
 The 
Spartans  begin their 
inaugural season in the
 
WAC 1 la.m. 
Saturday
 in 
Colorado
 Springs 
when  they 
attempt 
to
 slow down 
QB
 
Beau Morgan 
and the rest of 
the potent 
Air Force 
offense.  
See 
our WAC 
preview
 Issue on 
Friday. 
Volleyball 
 The 
women's  
volleyball  team
 
 begins its 
season 
Friday
 and 
Saturday  in 
Stockton  where
 
. they 
will take 
part  in a 
tourna  
rnent 
hosted  by former
 Big 
West foes,
 the Tigers 
from the 
University of 
Pacific.
 See our 
volleyball
 preview 
on Friday.
 
Men's soccer 
 The 
Spartans  begin their 
sea-
son 
7:30p.m.  Friday at 
Spartan Stadium when 
they 
meet Cal State 
University  
Stanislaus. See 
team preview 
on Page 
8.
 
Women's soccer 
 Die women's
 team opens 
its second 
season when it 
plays 
In the first of two 
soc-
cer games 
at Spartan 
Stadium 
1 la.m. Saturday, 
when they take 
on 
Pepperdne
 See team
 pre-
view 
on
 page 9. 
Cross Country 
 The 
team
 will be off 
and 
running September 
7 at 
the San Diego 
State  
Invitational.
 
News  & 
notes 
loftball 
 Debbie 
Nelson  resigned
 as 
softball
 coach A 
replace  
merit has not yet 
been 
named. 
^ 
1 
Women's
 golf 
 The 
large  shoes vacated 
when 
SJSU  coaching 
legend 
Mark 
Gayle 
announced  
his  
retirement
 prior to 
the  
Spartan's  
second 
place 
finish  
In the 
NCAA 
tournament
 in 
May 
will  be 
former
 SJSU 
golfer 
Eric Arnold. 
sprics
 
 
6 US 
synchronized
 
swim
 
ming team,
 which 
practiced
 
In the 
SJSU
 pool. won
 the gold 
metal  in 
Atlanta.
 
SPORTS 
Men's
 soccer team members tine tuning their defensive skills
 during .1 practice session Tuesday 
San Jose State Universi rtan
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Women's
 
soccer
 
team
 
not 
intimidated
 
by WAC 
By Mike ilraphagen 
Swain Daily Soft 
Writer 
After a 
successful  
10-6 finish
 to its 
inaugural  
season 
last
 year, 
the  
women's 
soccer team
 is still 
looking  for
 some 
respect
 as 
they
 enter 
the  
Western
 Athletic 
Conference.  
'Other
 teams 
really  didn't
 care about
 us last 
season,"  said 
head  Coach 
Philippe  Bhn. 
"Now this 
season  they 
think  that 
we're  still 
building.
 Some 
of 
them  have 
even
 scheduled
 to play us 
the day before
 they p:ay 
another 
team,
 which is a 
slap in the 
face to us." 
Since  practice 
started this 
summer,  the 
only
 thing the 
Spartans have 
been 
building  is 
team  
chemistry.  
"There's  a lot of 
different 
personalities  on this 
team, but they 
bonded 
over 
the summer," 
said  assistant 
Coach  Sue Ramirez.
 "Now they 
re
 driven 
toward a 
common goal 
and they're not 
going to let 
anything  stand in 
their way." 
An aggressive recruiting season following last
 year's success has added 
17 new players to the team. But senior forward 
Michelle  Vargas con -
1996 SJSU 
Men's  Soccer 
Schedule  
Day/Date
 Opponent
 
Location
 
Time 
Sat.
 Aug. 31 
Mon.
 Sept. 2 
Fri.  
Sept.  6 
Sun. 
Sept. 
8 
Fri. 
Sept. 13 
Sat. 
Sept. 
14 
Thur.  
Sept.  19 
Tues. 
Sept. 24 
Tues. 
Oct. 1 
Wed.
 Oct. 9 
Fri. 
Oct. 
18 
Sun. 
Oct. 20 
Fri. 
Oct_ 
25
 
Sun. 
Oct. 27 
Wed. 
Oct. 
30 
Sun. 
Nov. 
3 
Fri. 
Nov.  
8 
Sun.
 
Nov.  10 
Thur. 
Nov. 
16 
Csil State 
Stanislaw 
Orogen
 Slate 
UC Irvine 
Loyola
 
Mount
 
Umbro/SJSU 
Clionsic 
tn.
 British
 
Columbia
 
Ussbro/SPti Chissic 
wt. Gowns 
USF 
Ciabirstis  
St 
Marys  
hwino  
State
 
UMW 
IOW 
UAW 
UMW 
UMW OftYWal
 U. 
SOWISSOO  
Methodist
 
V.
 
Staaord  
Tubs 
New
 
Mexico
 
Air 
Force  
Usti
 
Clatu  
7i30 
pat 
Is00 para. 
Irvine,
 Ca. 700 p.m. 
I .0s Angeles Noon 
710 p.m. 
7330 p.m. 
San 
Fransisco
 
7:30
 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
Moraga. Ca. 400 pan. 
Fresno
 700 pin. 
7t30 
*00 p.44. 
Fort Worth, Tx. 4:00 
p.m.  
Dallas 
1:00.p.m.
 
Palo 
Alto
 
00
 pin 
Noon 
Albuquerque 7:30 p.m. 
Colorado Springs 1:00 p.m. 
MO 
p.m.  
ALL 
HOME  
GAMES  
(IN
 BOLD)
 PLAYED
 AT 
SPARTAN  
STADIUM
 
Classified
 
The SPARTAN DAILY 
makes no clean for 
products  or 
services advertised below nor le 
there soy guarantee Othied. The 
claralled
 camas cif 
the  Spirt= 
Daly consist of 
paid  advertieing 
sod 
offerings  we 
not  approved or 
verified by the
 newspaper. 
EMPLOYMENT  
SUBSTITUTEB-FLEXIBLE
 HOURS 
Small World 
Schools
 
is
 hinng sub-
stitute
 teachers
 for our  13 day 
care centers.
 Units
 in ECE. Rec. 
Psych,
 
Soc. or Ed required. These 
may be completed or you can be 
currently 
enrolled.
 This is a great 
DOeitien for 
students.
 We can work 
around your school schedule, 
even
 if
 you are only available 1a2 
afternoons. cai 408-379-32C0.20. 
SUBSCIVOTION CLEM 
Part 11nto 
Responsible, accurate student 
able to create labels & prepare 
papers. Must
 drive to main 
post 
office (Luncty A4. 34 tress par mak 
$6 
00/hr  
Call Sue at the 
Spartan  
Daily. 
9243283.  
REPECTIONIST 
PART-TIME 
Si
 
Assist patients in selecting eye 
glass frames, file, type. phones 
Private
 Optometry Ofc. Eve/refold 
his 
Cali/fas
 
resume
 2269759 
AT.MIEHANC The %dirt 
Ilion 
aeeds P/T asst mechanic to 
hell)  
*eh general maritenarxe 
Oates  
We 
Train No 
expenencxe
 necessary 
Call  
'40E119246310
 for application 
CASHIERS 
NEEDED to 
work  at 
remodeled
 Chevron 
Station  Two 
mullions.
 Please call 
295-3964
 
or 2690337
 
 KNIsPark
  TEACHER, PT/FT
 
at a high 
quality, licensed 
dropin
 
Play
 
center
 for 212
 
year 
olds 
Minimum
 6 (CE 
units  required 
Flexible
 day. 
evening
 
& weekend 
hen. Berates
 wait Care 
ty or cal 
*South San
 low 
Near
 
Oakridge
 
Mail  
281 
8880  
ovest SEn tee 
Near 
Valley  Far 
985.2599 
*Fremont
 
At the HUB 
510-792E037
 
TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR
 
P/T  Inst 
elem.
 schools  
Degree/cred
 not 
reel
 
Work around 
college
 sched 
Opp for 
teaching
 thperience 
171A 
408287-4170
 x408 EOE/AAE 
11FACI11111/AIDES/Rle.
 
LEADERS 
Elementary
 
school
-age 
recreation  
program. 
P/T from 2 
6pm.
 
M F 
during  the school 
yew, turns
 into 
F/T (or P/1) 
during
 
summer
 
camp  
program. 
Excellent
 
salary  
Los 
Gatos/Saratoga 
Recreation  
Dept
 
Call Janet
 at 
3648700.23
 
NEED 
SOME
 
FINANCIAL
 AID?
 
Wm% 
to 
work
 
flexible hours
 and 
make greet 
money?
 
American
 
Radio is 
expanding.
 ane needs 
you 
noel 
Don't
 wart.
 call
 Marge at 
(408)995.5905
 
$ 
EARN 
Elcnuk 
CASH 
$ 
up 
to 
$120/weekl
 
Become  
a 
Sperm
 
Donor  
M 
males, 
19.34 years
 
Old
 
Unntudents/Grads/Feculty
 
Contact 
California
 
Cryobank
 
4163241900.
 
M -F. 
8 5pm 
HELP 
WANTED
 
Men/Women
 earn 
$480-
 weekly
 
assembling
 circuit 
boards/elec  
Vont 
components  
at home.
 Exp 
unnecessary,
 will
 train. 
Immediate
 
openings 
your 
local  
area.
 
Call  
1-5208807891  
eat
 
0198.  
BICYCLE MESSENGER 
Pat -time,
 Flexible Hours. 
Great
 for Students! 
Serving Downtown Sanitise. 
Inner City 
Express.  
22W. Saint John St. San Jose. 
FREE TSHIRT  $1000 
Credit Card 
fundraisers  for hater 
nities.
 
sororities
 & 
groups.
 Any 
campus organization can raise up 
to 111000 
by
 earning a 
whopping  
$5.00/VISA application. 
Call 1-800-932-0528 wit 65. 
Qualified
 callers
 receive 
FREE T 
SHIRT  
PART TIME BABYWTTER NEEDED 
to help work at home
 mom with 
10 
month  old boy. Blossom 
Hill
 & 
Camden. $4.00frr. 408/7239376
 
TEACHERS / TEACHERS AIDES 
FT/PT positions awailable with 
Infants, Toddlers, 
Preschool
 & 
School Age. Great advancement & 
growth
 
opportunity.  Good 
benefits. 
Immediate 
openings.
 
(CE units 
preferred.
 Call PRIMARY 
PLUS 
408370-0357  
PART TIME
 WORK
 for energetic 
engineering  student MAC and 
CAD experience
 a plus 
Walking  
distance to SJSU Cali 282 1500 
$1000's  POSSIBLE
 
TYPING.
 
Part  
time.
 k Herne 
Tor free 
1800.898 
9778 eat T 
7236 fur 
Listings  
NEED 1 OR 2 STUDENTS to help 
run a "Ude Far De," en Sept 28 
Flexible hours between now and 
then 
Major
 
in
 Rec
 or 
teaching
 
preferred Call 282 1500 
DAY CANE TEACHERS 
Small World Schools
 is 
hiring
 P/T 
and
 F/T teachers
 for our 
school
 
age day care 
programs in San 
Jose and Santa 
Clara  Units 
in 
(CE. Rec. Psych. Soc. or 
Educ
 
required These may be completed 
or you 
be
 
currently
 enrolled  
Cali
 
3793200 x20 
finned that despite the new faces, the team has blended together nicely. 
"We went away to camp and we 
really pulled together as a group," 
Vargas said. "Last year we came together toward
 the end of the season 
and there were people who had other priorities besides
 school and soc-
cer.  This year
 it will be different." 
Vargas led the team in scoring last season 
with 15 goals and will need 
to continue producing for the Spartans to reach the goal she has estab-
lished for the team, 
"We sat around and talked about it," Vargas said, "and we really want to 
win the 
WAC."  
Her coaching staff, for right
 now, just wants to make it into the play-
offs. 
"The top four teams in our division will go to the playoffs and there's 
five teams in the division," Blin said. "So
 1 guess our goal is to not finish 
last." 
Returning 
players from last year 
who will battle to 
keep
 the team out of 
the
 conference's 
cellar
 are midfielclers
 Tennile Ruggiero
 and Dina 
1996
 SJSU 
Women's
 
Soccer
 
Schedule  
Day/Date
 
Sat. 
Aug. 31 
Mon. 
Sept. 2 
Tues.  Sept. 10 
Thur. 
Sept.  12 
Sun. 
Sept. 15 
Fri. Sept.
 20 
Sun. 
Sept. 22 
Fri. 
Sept. 
27
 
Sun. 
Sept. 29 
Wed. 
Oct. 2 
Sun. Oct. 6 
Fri.  
Oct. 11 
Sun.  
Oct.
 13 
Thur.
 Oct.
 17 
Sat. 
Oct.
 19 
Fri. 
Oct. 
25 
Sun. Oct. 27 
Wed. 
Oct. 30 
Sun. 
Nov.
 3 
Opponent 
VeMble 
San 
Fransisco  State 
Cal State
 Sacramento
 
Pacific 
Air 
Force  
W 
g 
V 
Cal  State 
Northridge
 
Cal State
 
Hayward
 
rtIchlirs
 Suite 
BUSan
 
Diego 
State 
Utdil 
FINLII10 
&Me 
ChiGencrrtate 
UC Santa Barbara 
I .0C411011 
San  
Fransisco  
Stockton 
1.aramie,
 Wyo. 
Ltramie,
 
Wyo.  
Los 
Angeles  
Northridge
 
I 
lonolulu  
San 
Diego  
Time 
11 a.m.
 
700 p.m. 
7:30 
p.m. 
7:30 
p.m. 
12:00 
p.m. 
2:00 
p.m. 
1:00 pan. 
12:30  p.m. 
4:00  
p.m.  
7:30 p.m. 
1200 p.m. 
700  p.m. 
3:00  p.m. 
7330 
p.m.
 
5:00 p.m. 
740 
2:30
 p.m. 
7330 p.m. 
2:30
 
pan.
 
ALL
 HOME
 GAMES
 (IN BOLD)
 
PLAYED
 AT 
SPARTAN
 
STADIUM
 
OPERKININI Technical Assistant:
 
(M,W,F 
1-5prn & T.Th 
8-5pm) 
Pro 
Side tech & admin. support 
for 
Student Union; Able to mufti -task. 
Faint communication skills req..  
Must  know Windows, Dos, Word. 
Perfect, Excel, 
MS Word (CAD 
helpful).  
Call  
408/924-6310
 
for  
application. Deadline 
to
 apply is 
5prn, 
9/6/96.  
SHERATON SAN JOSE 
is now seeking candidates 
for the following 
positions:  
FRONT DESK: 
Guest Service Agent 
PBX 
Operator 
Bell Person 
HOUSDLEEPING: 
Guest Room 
Attendant  
House Person 
FAX 
Resume  to 9431707 or 
"Apply  
in 
Person  
1801 Barber
 
In, Milptas 
Job Hotline 9430600. ext. 151 
Equal 
Opportunity  
Employer  
YWCA
 
Immediate  Openings 
Part Time Teachers Positions 
School age child
 care centers 
8 locations in San Jose 
Pay 
Scale
 
$8.00 $900
 
hr 
Morning & Afternoon Available 
Minimum
 
requirement  
12 
or
 
more Units in the following 
[CE. EE. Chad Development, 
Recreation.  Psychology, Smoke. 
Physical Education, Nursing. 
Social Welfare. Horne Economics. 
or Human Services/Performance 
Experience Preferred 
CAU. KATO SANTOS 2116401.1a20 
Weft POISIBLE READING 110015I 
Part Time At 
Home  
Toll 
Free
 
1 800898 9778 est 
R2236
 
for  
Listings 
=RIM 
WHY
 WNT UNT1L ITS TOO LATE? 
Most 
math  courses tutored 
Reasonable
 rates 408/3659718 
SHARED 
HOUSING
 
So. 12th
 St. CHARMING HOUSE 
Great  Yad, 
Washer/dryer
 
Parking
 
$400/mo.  Avail. Sept. 
2978873,
 
FOR RENT 
2 WNW 
APORMENT 
 Security
 type 
building
 
 Secure
 Parking
 
 
Close 
In 
 Modem Building
 
 Laundry Room
 
Village 
Apts.  
576S 5th St 
(408) 295-6893 
SPORTS/
 
THRILLS 
100% PURE ADRENALINE! 
There is nothing 
compared  to 
the exhilaration experienced by 
ski/daring! Tandem,
 
Accelerated 
Freef all, 
Turbine
 
Aircraft
 
SJS11 student owned & operated 
SAY 
AREA SKYDIVING 
1510-634-7575. 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
FREE MONEY For You Education! 
Apply rot your
 chafe ,e, 
null 
unclaimed
 private  
...the
 
Scholarship  Re, 
404'2618676 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Want to be BLOND? RED? 
CHESTNUT?
 FREE!!! 
Model 61 
Rae  
Show. 
September
 
R&9 Also
 Free Cuts & 
Perna, 
Call Fiameapm 510538 5578 
STUDENT mum PLAN I 
Only  
$5700 per
 rue 
Save 
30% 6091. 
IX your 
dental
 needs 
For info 
call 1 800 1", 1225 
WORD 
PROCESSING
 
*AFFORDABLE&
 
EXPERIENCED' 
Graduate Studies. Thesis.
 
Term
 
Papers. Nursing, Group Protects, 
Resales, All Formats, 
Specializing  
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/ 
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ yrs Eth. 
WP 5.10,Laser. PAM'S
 
PROFESSOPL  WORD PROZESSING. 
247 
2681.  
fidmflpm  
HEALTH & BEAUTY 
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR? 
Electrolysis is 
the answer!! 
I remove hair from 
any where 
on your body, from facial hair to 
bikini  
area  Call for appointment 
Camelia's Electrolysis Place
 
1190 Uncoln. San 
Jose.  9939093 
MonSat./ Free Cons /Eve appts 
AT 
Students
 
Receive
 20%
 Discount 
INSURANCE 
AUTO INSURANCE 
Campus Insurance
 Service 
Special Sludent Programs 
Serving 5150 for 20 years 
I 
ose  
Rates  for Good laic,. 
Rates
 for 
NeriGunt
 
lXvers  
(11)81`,
 
4,t gyent 
I ,irt,,iy 
Mori(  
in
 
61 %rte.:,
 29i,r 27, 
11111 ooliTI
 
NC) 
MASSIE  
NO (aiLIGATIONA 
so open
 Satixdays if 2 
FOR 
SALE  
III RAISE YOUR
 GRADES III 
SJSU 
40
 CPA 
students 
share  
e 
secrets,  Benefit 
from  
their  ewe,. 
encet New
 
Self
 tutoring 
leo.  
eques 
For booklet, send
 
$4 
99. 
94 S&H to SYNE 
RGIX,  Dept SD 
1794
 Plaza Casrtas San Jose,
 CA 
95,1 
12 
Schindler, and team 
captains Renee Cortez, Michelle Boccoli 
and Vargas. 
The advantage
 this year's team will have over last year's will be the 
time
 
returning players spent in 
spring training. 
"Last year we 
just
 met in the summer and started playing," said assis-
tant Coach John Poch. "But for this season we've
 been working since last 
season ended. They have been able to refine and improve their skills 
from last season." 
The Spartan's season starts against Pepperdine at 11 a.m. Saturday at 
Spartan Stadium. 
% 
wat
 III 
 .  
 
NOW 
HIRING  
'PI
 
PEP -Student Educator  
(PEP -SE) 
BE A PART OF A 
111(;111.1  SEI.E(71'1'E TEAM 
II,'
 Ili' 
yriaiiiniii1,1,aneri
 ('n4grani)   rerrinting arid 
hiring
 
ers Stearn' 
1,11111111.1
 aletiliol and 
other  drug 
',location and ohne ii, puma/awe
 rape and .ezaal a..ault 
prevention
 paw/rani.
 on 
the cantina,
 tif 
San
 liar State 1 tuvemitV 
I lie ...mil,. a.ff 
pnatio4 nig the gt mak 
if
 the 
l'osention 41thicanoit Program 1:en1er  Sieve., lif 
4,.pnyirato  
rem, on ii,,' 1111.11111 ,i1111..111 meff 
1111'1111W,  1.1 white III 11141 
rdt1.14,46.,411414111. 
Iii,,,,,.
 will require waif member, to participate.. 
tin  pang 
1.4111/41i1011H1 ttttt
 g ri the arra A alcohol and tile, drug atilt.. 
xvii /11li1.110,11111111.1l1111. rape prevention Student.  
ill t ankh. t 
educational
 presentation.
 and .111 toew salt   minim.
 wide 
lemma,
 II programming
 effort. 
`modem.
 .ill 
I.1111111.1
 
.011111i  i 
paid. 
.14Iting,  
trained
 to thobit
 t 
organisational
 programming,  
and trained to pia together  fon camp. event. Snide.,
 will
 lie 
noel 
So 041 per hour for a hoar stork work 
twit le 
ept 
fir,
 tine hour training pertod 
rek  
tieing
  
S111111411 
1,1111.0.1.
 
 a 'oh fur f_SF.RCE'lli:. 
Rk.slitesiS181.F:. raid 111G111.1' M011%All.1).militit" 
411 outlent apple
 an. atom he in good .tainling ali 
gavels°, to 
be
 
....tiered 41.0..011. 11111,1
 N. rt. eived 
xi 
11,1" niin 2'221 Adam...Intim.
 kidding 1,, l'ntletv, 
September Mb. at 4
 
lii 
p will .et up at the time 
appin anon dnit off 
%I I Ilk 
,11 
Ir
 
i.xlix, available
 
Additional
 
information
 
ma,  be 
11131M111.11 li, calling 924,5941 
 
 
 
4 
11 
I 
. I 
 
at 
 
Phone:  924-3277  FAX: 924-3282 
SERVICES
 
WRITING 
ASSISTANCE 
sullied  
Why  
,utier ,rnd
 g,1 pour 
grades when 
help  is lust a call 
away?
 Harvard 
Ph.D (former 
college  
teacher)
 assists with 
research  & 
writing 
Tutorial also 
avail Friendly,  caring. 
confidential. 
Convenient
 Peninsula location. 
Dissertation/thes,
 sties 
Samples 
& 
refer  
er  
Chinese & 
otr 
spoken.
 
Foreigners  welt  
wile'  
For free tips, tools and ideas 
On
 
how
 to improve your 
writing.
 
visit our 
user
 
friendly
 Website 
at http://www.selpluo.com 
Regular 
e mita 
aciSenetcorn  
corn 
Call for free
 phone 
consultation
 
(415) 52605011..mk for Donal. 
CAMPUS CLUBS 
CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS 
Spartan  Ibtay 
(11.1.,..,,x,b,
 
1',te.11 
way to 
inCrIrrir,i
 
,p 1 
GREEK 
FRATERNMES & 
SORORITIES  
,   , 
, 
Certain 
advertisements  In 
Memo columns
 rney refer the 
reader to specific 
telephone 
numbers or addr   
for 
additional
 information 
Classified readers should 
be
 
reminded that. when melting 
these lurther contacts, they 
should require 
complete  
Information before 
sending 
money tor goods or services 
In addition, readers should 
carefully Investigate Id rims 
offerlig employment Ilistings 
orcoupon for discount 
vecialone or merchand Ise 
DAILY CL4SSIRED
 - LOCAL RATES
 FoR NATIOMIL / AGEPCY 
RATES  CALL 408-9244277 
Print yaw 
ad hoe.
 Line 
is 30 spaces. including 
letters. 
numbers
 punctuation & spaces 
between  
words 
EDE10[11[1-1[11[11-1[1r11-1[17[
 11-1[ 
1[ ir irirl[lr 
1E- lE -11-1[ 11 1 
EMOCULJECJULIEJECILLIE
 
HiLiouri[
 -11 
i[ I 
EID[11[11MEDDECE111111[11[1][MTIL]rNAL1[1[1[1[1[1[-irl[1
 
EIDLIOODEDEETTIFITIDEPHHI-irinr-inr-T-ir
 
11-11-71-1
 
Ad 
Rates:
 3 -line minimum 
One
 
Only 
Two 
Days 
Three  
Days 
Raw 
Days 
Five 
Days 
3 Mat 
1,5 1,7
 
$S 
$11 $13 
4 Woo
 14 
$11 
510 
1,12
 
$14 
5 Nam $7 
$e
 
$11
 
$13 
$1S 
II Moe 
SS 
$10 $12 $14 $16 
s  1.,, 
4.,44
 
r. 
;ifklitK  'nal 
line
 
Attar the Nth day, rate 
bsoreseee
 by $1
 per
 day. 
first line (25 spaces) sel in bold 
Icm
 no extra charge 
Up to 5 additional words available in bold 
for 
$3
 each 
SEMESTER  
RATES  
3-9 
Ines:  $70 
 10-14 Ines:  
$90 
15-191ines:
 $110 
.Iffre 
641,60., 
Send 
check 
cmnriwiraoy order In 
Spartan
 Dolly Claspallleda 
Son Awe State U 
San Jais,
 CA 1111111141
 
 
Classified 
desk 
is located in Dveght Bored FlaIl Fioom 209 
 
Deadline  
10 
00
 a m two fov*Ilavc before publication 
 All ads are 
prepaid
  Na refunds on 
cancelled ads 
 Hales for 
consecutive  publications 
dates  only 
 
GURSTIONS?  
CALL
 (408) 514-3277 
Please check ,/ 
one 
classification:  
r,r
 
, Autos f Ali  
Gomputeii,l,  
 
_Wanted.  
_5(a/fvre,-,
 
 
Special
 student rates
 available for these 
classifications.$5.00  for 
a 
31ln,  ad 
for  3 days. Ads must be 
placed
 in 
person  
in 
DBH209, 
between 10am and 
2pm.
 Student ID required.
 
'Lost & 
Found  ads are 
offered  free, 3 
lines for 3 days,
 as a service 
to
 ihe campus 
community.  
REAL ESTATE
 
GOVT
 FORECLOSED
 homes  
for 
aennies  
am. 
$1 
Deiinquent
 Tax. 
Repo's.  
REO's.  Your Area. 
Toll
 
Free 
1800.8989778 Ext. H2236 
fur 
current listings 
AUTOS
 FOR 
SALE 
SEIZED 
CARS  from $175. 
Porsches.
 
Cadinacs.  Chevys.
 
BMW's,  
Corvettes.  Also Jeeps, 
4WD's.  Your Area. Toll Free 
1 800 898 9778 Eat A 2236 for 
cutrent  
listings
 
Daily 
CROSSWORD
 
ACROSS 
1 
Night flying 
insect
 
Be
 in a 
choir  
9 [wet
 
12 up 
carry 
off 
14 Dome's river
 
15 Kimono
 sash 
16 Pace 
17 Part of 
Hispaniola 
IR 
Neither 
here 
't 
1 b Win 
to
 ,Iroko 
' lit,; 
, 1 ',at 
il,'
 ;,t.inis
 
Il 
intiery 
27 
Descend
 a 
cliff  
28 
ight 
bender  
30 Involved
 with 
31 
Hawaiian
 
feasts 
13 
Black  
3/ 
Claim  
on 
property
 
III'Gel
 of that 
19 Melody 
40 
Heys  
41 Goods 
41 
Thought  
44 October 
stones 
4f, Traces 
48 Bit of 
greenery 
50 Door parts 
it Childrrins
 
al 
Muir
 Dr 
52 
Word used 
with
 
time
 or tire 
54 
Peppery 
55 Warble 
5/ Fake 
62 Big  
league 
event 
63 Gold bar
 
64 
Nevada  
lake
 
65 
Wield 
66 
Terra
 firma
 
67 F firma! 
attire 
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED 
MUM  
MIUID 
MOO  
121NOM 
UMW 
0100000
 
000111  
DMION
 
MUMMONNIXIMODUOM
 
WDOU  
000
 
CUOMO
 
EBOUDRINW
 
RIMM012
 14 
WOO 
WNW  
WOWWW  
BMW
 
UMW 
WM=  
WOMMM  
IIIMMOMMES  
LIZIWOUN
 
MUM
 
WOW  
MIMMCWOMMORIMEW
 
DIEIUM 
MUM  
(MOM
 
DRUM
 00010 
OUDOW 
0000 
MUM 
MUUM 
 
DOWN 
1 
Wyoming 
firs 
2 
BP
 sn floht 
3 I 
oothall  roach 
andry  
4 
Jump  on one 
loot
 
5 
Old  name for 
Thailand
 
6 Stork's 
C011.00 
7 
Hairdresser  s 
item 
B 
(-Ares
 
9 Actor
 James
 
I 
.1r1  
10 r irir man 
sub 
11 I 
ricircle  
13 
Sherrff's
 group 
14 Not that 
20 
Healthy
 
22 
Restrictive  
23 
Craze  
24 Made a choice 
25 
Air time 
buyers 
26 Nel 
hers
 
27 
Small stream 
28 
Olympic  
%Mahn  1 event 
1s.,11
 nAll 
 ate 
29 III mannered 
32 
Mountains  
of /WA
 
'14 Poke 
'IS I no runts 
116 
learn cheers 
41 ;hake a fingur
 
fat)
 
4? Blend 
45 I lower 
part
 
47 Clumsy
 
41I HR 
Olympics  
site 
44 
f.arpenter
 s 
tiller
 
50 
',entry's
 
ommand 
51 
Boutique
 
52 
Endorse (a 
check)
 
53 
Trudge  
56 Genetic 
material 
58 Witch 
59 
Expression
 of 
4.144p41511 
fin 
Here 
and 
61 
Urge 
MOM 
MEM 
MEN  
MEM =MEM 
VIM 
UMOMM EMMINII
 MEM 
Mall= 
MUM  
1.11111.11
 
MUM=  MOM 
am= milmom
 Wilda 
:III
 dUU 
1111
 
UMW= 
MMINIMM 
IMMEM 
MEM
 
MEM  
MEMO
 
MEM MEM=
 MOVIMM 
ME
 MEM 
MEM 
MU
 ME= 
MEM  
10 
Wednesday,
 
August  
28,1996  
GET SQUASHED 
AT THE ZUCCHINI FEST 
Thursday,  September 5 1 
la.m.-1p.m.  
/ hese 
e 
1 I San
 
j054,  
ti.%/aurant  
tot lie I'e'l 
/lig  4 hinr 
(Ii.11
 
at
 the 
1),,;,ninivn
 
Market  (samples  
gt:'en
 
I. 
Skit 
Rose.
 ( 
batio
 
llesican Restaurant.
 IIInntain.  
11 
bite
 
twits,  I 
hepthat
 
I hat ( lies 
no
 
I indn, 
San low 
and The Rattles. 
Priil 
he's,
 
plIt711,  
and
 1111 
/al
 Ines 
1111111 
lill'111:c7,(01.
 
Inmimr.,nt
 
bs and ounce
 triim oz.11 
4: 
( 
c?tilted 
groT,s.  
:15k about the RI I 
1),,nto:cn
 dehz'erv at the market
 informatum 
brow  b. 
EVERY THURSDAY 
THROUGH
 NOVEMBER 21 
10a.m.-2p.m. 
MARKET HOTLINE 800 -949
-FARM 
Validated 
Parking Fot Your Convenience
 
Spartan
 Daily
 
San 
Jose 
State  
University
 
Construction  
From 
pogo 1 
"Although  the 
construction 
site smelled 
really 
bad the whole s  
. I like the street 
much 
better 
now."  said Philina 
Burkholder, a 
graphic  
art 
student. "There are 
more  lights on the street 
and it somehow feels a 
lot safer." 
Talks are also 
progressing
 on improving 
other existing 
landscapes  and buildings. These 
proposals  include putting
 grass un the empty 
lot near Seventh and San
 Carlos streets. Making 
cemented pathways on this lot, 
widening  the 
picnic area and painting some buildings. 
Johnson said he is most enthusiastic about the 
proposal to build 
gateways in about nine areas 
all over the 
campus.  
"Gateways are like an invitation to people... 
they say that we are a  ersity, please come 
in," 
Johnson
 said. 
The gateway project is to be completely fund-
ed by 
money  from dotter s. Johnson added that 
the money fin construc lion work "II 
Sall  Carlos 
Street came 
from funds cspec jails alloc ated for 
such purposes and not by higher fees or at the 
expense of ails LI( idly member's job. 
The had news IN that traffic 
will IlaVe tO be dis-
rupted again in 1997-98 to replace steam lines, 
chilled water lines .unl to 
bring in fiber optics to 
all 
buildings.  Johnson said he hopes people
 will 
understand it is
 net
 t'S.S.1.1%
 
lit 
telIOVale. 
11(4)efully, people are noticing that the cam-
pus is becoming none aware (41  its image," 
Johnson said. 
-t 
he
 health
 44 an
 
4 
)1-ganization is 
dependent on how people feel about their
 
earn -
pus.
 It's 
darn  tilt to feel pride in yourself if you 
are shabby." 
PIP /11 / 111 NY({(1.  1'11111 - SI.AKIAN DAILY 
Passersby make use of 
the long-awaited 
Paseo de San Carlos, the crowning achieve-
ment of a $3.2 million campus renovation pro-
ject. Since 1994, members of the campus 
community  have had to put up with dusty, dirty, 
noisy and often muddy construction work while 
7th, 9th and San Carlos Streets were being 
transformed
 into grassy pedestrian
 thorough-
fares.
 
Farrakhan
 
wants  
$1 
billion
 
gift
 
CHICAGO  (AP)  
Nation
 of Islam leader 
Louis 
Farrakhan
 defended
 his desire 
to accept a $1 
bil-
lion gift from 
Libyan leader 
Muammar  Gadhidi,
 
then left
 for that 
country to 
receive
 
a 
$250,000  
humanitariim award. 
The 
government  must 
approve  both 
transactions  
because of sanctions
 against Libya, hut Farrakhan 
wants an 
exemption
 because the 
money  would go 
to to help blacks in the United States. 
"We are not terrorists,"
 Farrakhan said TuesdaY, 
speaking 
just a few miles from the 
Democratic  
National Convention, "We are 
nut trying to do any-
thing against the 
good
 of America. What we want 0./ 
do 
is 
good
 for our 
people  and 
ultimately
 good  for 
our nation." 
President  Clinton and 
lawmakers
 have left poor 
Americans "in 
the lurch" with a new 
welfare  reform 
pat kage that would limit
 the time people can get 
government benefits, Fanakhaii said. 
The 
Libyan money would support a 
national  
fund 
that  
would  form
 
joint  ventures
 with 
businesses  
and 
Imam
 ial institutions
 to 
help 
blacks,
 
Nation  of 
Islam 
lawyer 
Rufus  
Cook 
said in a letter WI
 till, 
the 
'Fre:ism%
 Depattment.
 If the 
exemption
 is not 
approved,  "I will go ac loss the nation 
stirring  tip 
not (ally IIIN people, but
 all those who would benefit 
from 
it,- said Farrakhan, who 
left for a hvo-week 
trip to I a alter
 his news conference. 
A 
olficiid  who 
spoke on 
condition
 (4 
anonymity  
said 
Farrakhan
 had 
not  requested
 a vINII 
14 / go to I ihya. Fat raklian's aides would 
not priwn 
Ills
 inner .11A, although the% indicated he was riot
 fly-
ing dire( ti's to libya. 
White I I( arse sp(4kesinan Mike McCurry has
a( lei lied
 
Farraklian's
 meeting 
with  
Gadhafi
 as an 
elf,/
 t by 
the 
Libyan !cadet 
"to 
worm  
his wav bac k 
into the good giac es (41 the world" without
 turtling 
over
 two Libyan 
stispe(  is in 
the  
1988
 
bombing
 of 
Pan
 
Ain  Flight 103 
((vet  .(4( 
kerbie,  
tiitland.
 
The 
rules
 against
 doing 
business
 
with
 I abva e 
designed  in c%ent ononiD 
hencliis 
lion 
I. ow-
ing to
 
1111 MAW. 
BEST OF STEPNEN KING 
ALL 
GREEN 
MILE  
CHAPTERS!
 
THE GREEN MILE PART 6: 
COFFEY ON THE  MILE 
Stephen
 King
 
Signe
 Pt 
13,1J
 
94 
20/. OFF 
BEST OF Mit 
ALL STAR WARS 
PAPERBACKS! 
STAR WARS: 
479 
SHIELD OF UES   
Mreboel  P Kube 
McDowell  
Spectra
 PS Ust 5 
99 
BEST OF 
FOXWORTNY
 
NEWt 
MO SHOES, 
JEFF
 FOX WORTHY  1199 
NO 
SHIRT,  
NO 
PROBLEM!  
1297
 
Crank 
It Up 
Me Musi, Album Warner Bros left 
Feu/woe/by:Hyper/on MC 
List 
19
 95 
9 9 
BRAVEHEART  
15
 
LORD
 OF 
101299 
FAIR
 
GAME  
Pa/ 
or,our,/
 
ILLUSIONS   
Warner
 
COPS: TOO 
14994Gm
 UA 
COPYCAT
 
HOT FOR 
Warner 
TV!   
$2 
Off ALL 
NANADA 
HEW A01 
MI
 
Ilwydr,
 looks. 13 er 
/1401 
$2 Off All VERVE 
JAZZ 
CD$1
 
NeNorf Pm 1)19404W 
1:111 1299 
1:123 1299 
$2 OFF
 ALL 
DEMO* ORAMMOPHON 
CLASSICAL
 COO 
13119w 
MOVIES
  BOOKS 
MORE
 CHOICE.
 LESS 
PRICE.  
EVERY
 DAY. 
Great Mall of the Bay Area 
Milpitas 
934 
1844
 
170111  I401151 OPIN 
MON-SAT:  1 OAM- I OPIA, 
SUM:
 I I AM-7PM 
metallic
 
soundgarn 
dave 
matthea  
tCli!  0 
beck if 
no 
doubt
 
U 
me
 retorm 
t 
an get 
naminal 
busitiesses
 
Nation  
Vaitten
 
to
 
Lion is 
1114 
inning 
up 
Ltld benefit 
twieweek 
itlition 
01 
sted .1 % isa 
up
 pt..% iile 
NAN III
 
I
his 11,11 
1 hal 
ih,ifi.IS  
Iii 
V\
 hat
 k 
Ill 
turning 
ottibing 
uf 
1.itna ai e 
from Low-
metallica
 
11.99 
the 
cranbe 
hootie ec 
the blowfish 
11.99 
(lave
 
the smashing 
mattheaIJi  
pumpkins 
ECM!
 OUT:L.11
 
beck
 
11.99
 
butthole
 
Mir 
no 
doubt 
fers
 
10.99
 
10.99 
the 
nixons
 
ty 
18.99
 
10.99 
COLLEGE
 
PREREQUISITES
 
ESSENTIAL SUPPLIES 
FOR COLLEGE LIFE 
IT DOESN'T TAKE AN 
ECONOMICS  MAJOR TO KNOW 
A TRIP TO TARGET PAYS OFF. 
ON
 THE SUPPLY SIDE, 
THERE
 ARE TOOTHBRUSHES TO TELEVISIONS, 
STORAGE
 
SHELVES 
TO SWEATERS, AND BATTERIES TO BATHROBES. 
LET'S JUST SAY
 FOR A DISCOUNT STORE, THERE'S 
A PRETTY AMAZING RETURN ON 
YOUR INVESTMENT. 
SORRY, NO POCKET 
PROTECTORS.  
patti 
rothberg 
Nada
 
the 
verve  
surf 
10.99 
PiPs 
- 
negative
 
10.99  
Aviv lablo H/20/96 
all
 
tvacv 
l bo IMEEI 
prong
 
11.99 
3!! BELLA 
XIIIW SUMO $9.99 to $11.99° 
Ttiere'!; more whert P1(1111
 on 
labels like 
RCA,
 Capitol, lfflaid, A dr M, 
Roadrunner, Interscope, MCA, 
Virgin,
 
Mercury, Capricorn, EMI, Geffen, 
Epic, Atlantic and Elektra. 
Oar 
Iftmahlyiftweltdma, 011s, 
the 
10.99 
10.99  
flowers' 
1.99  
Start 
with  a 
'sundry hamper 
with airing -out holes, or, 
for 
extra-rasty
 socks, a 
dusi_action  
wastebasket
 
holds up to 42 quarts of socks. 
Try the Sh011box  for 
storing 
hair accessories, pens, pencils, 
and, of course, a pair of 
shoes  
Or
 the 
RoughTote 
hat 
holds 18 gallons of big 
hair 
accessories and, of course, 
many pairs of shoes. 
And don't forget 
empliners.
 
Protect your clothes from the 
insides of dorm room drawers 
and apartment shelves 
(Egadsl 
Who knows what lived 
there before your T-shirts?1) 
And, unlike contact 
paper, it 
doesn't stick  so maybe you'll 
get your room deposit 
back.  
Cli)
 
  
" ,
 PAY 
LESS 
TARGET
 
ilk Av._ 
And 
finally,
 the 
'Li
 i4
 
hides  under desks,
 sinks and in 
closets. 
Plus, it 
glides  right out on 
little runners 
so
 
you can find 
your toothbrush,
 your retainer 
and 
your overdue,. 
chemistry 
lab notes - 
hopefully 
not all in 
the same 
basket.  
Prices  listed are 
regular retails 
(as in 
men's)  
relaxed
 nt 
n a) 
Destruction
 Wash 
b) 
Sunbleached  
a)
 Olive 
4)
 Natural.
 
) 
worry about
 what to 
wear every 
day. So 
we
 recommend
 you choose
 
) All 
of
 the above.
 Also 
available:  
Pleated
 loose
-fit jeans 
in blue 
(23.99)
 
Note:  
Selectiorl
 
varies 11 
Florida 
°wis 
 **/.ft 
11111\ 
.o
  
Welcome to the big leagues,where
 
52 billion brain cells and
 a pencil 
just isn't enough. You need a 
graphingcalculator 
lita Ready to tackle advanced Statistics 
Including hypothesis testing. 
Business features include
 time 
value of money, cash flow and 
amortization. Split screen allows 
simultaneous graph 
tracing and table 
scrolling. Yeah, whatever. Or try the 
graphingcalculator 
It graphs, shades and traces
 in 
color and has
 a large 8 -line 
by 24 -character display. 
32KB of memory allows storage
 
of user -defined
 programs and data. 
If your parents
 disapprove of 
your junk food 
diet  in college, 
just 
remind  them that 
waastaay 
back when 
they were your age, 
before the days
 of PritoLay, 
there were only pencils to 
chew on ci moments 
of
 deep 
concentration.  And we all 
know
 
that lead poi:ioning 1:; tar more harrnt 
iii 
ilid far
 
1.!;;:;  ta:;ty than :1 to 10 
nz
 hag 
of 
Ruffles,  Lays, Devito; sr Toadies 
Price point coupon/Expires 10/15/96 
24 CANS PEPSI, DIET PEPSI 
CAFFEINE -FREE PEPSI, MOUNTAIN DEW, 
DIET MOUNTAIN DEW AND MORE. 
Reproductions not accepted. 
Limit one pack per coupon, two coupons per guest. 
DPC: 718/800, 818, 880, 830, 831, 838, 850, 
881, 860, 870, 
875,
 680, 011. 
Cashier,
 tree Bala Check key. 
11111/111Miniaril
 
`1FX4 
<I°51.11°S
 
Comerned
 Mothers 
everywhere 
suggest Target brands
 for saving 
money and for
 good hygiene. 
www  
targetstores.dhc.com  
